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It's felt like a long few months, hasn't it? From what the forums are saying, 

Lost fans old and new have been frantic to get their hands on episode #7 

— Not In Portland — and now, the wait is over... 

From dark, emotion-wracked flashbacks, to the new paradigm on the island 

_ the isolated, offshore Hydra station — this third year of Lost isn't pulling any 

punches. In fact, it's dishing plenty of them out... mainly to Sawyer. 

By the time you're reading this introduction, Lost's return — in the form of the 

powerhouse seventh episode - will have already spurred a whole new batch 

of online discussions and by-the-water-cooler office conversations. And how 

can it not? Even though we've witnessed the likes of Mr. Eko being battered 

by the black smoke ‘monster; Sun shooting an Other, a troubled Desmond 

brooding with secrets, and Kate and Sawyer connecting in more ways than 

they have before, Lost continues to paradoxically show its hand by giving us 

ominous answers, whilst simultaneously trumping that with more meaty 

questions and conundrums. 

It's with this in mind that Lost Magazine is extremely pleased to bring you this 

100-page Season Return Special. The cast and crew have put a huge amount 

of time and effort into this edition (as they always do), and the end result is 

an issue that offers a wealth of exclusive Lost-related features including 

(to name but a few): Visual Effects sequences of Flight 815 breaking up in 

the sky; storyboards of Eko’s monstrous final moments; some fantastic Dear 

Diaries from the cast; a ton of On-Set Photographer Mario Perez's amazing 

behind-the-scenes pictures; and maybe, just maybe, some forthcoming story 

secrets from the Lost Writers Room. 

Remember that story Jack told Kate on the day of the crash? So do we. And 

it was all about only letting the fear take hold for five seconds. But this is Lost. 

I don't think our survivors are anywhere near being out of the woods just yet... 

Paul Terry 

Editor 
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Lost is back... which means уоите going to be er > AS 

exclusive season three information. Directly from the 

| | одисег$ ' Room, Co-Executive Pr ; | 

Кез | are here once again to provide some 

answers, and tease about the island drama that is just 

around the coastline... 

Welcome back guys! Firstly, what can 

we expect from the Hydra station side 

of things in the rest of the season? AH: The rest of the season means the world of 

Edward Kitsis: | think you're going to... the Others will expand more for the audience in 

Adam Horowitz: ...get just as many laughs a very cool way. 

as you did in the first episodes [laughs]! 

EK: Things are gonna be just as fun What were you most pleased with about the 

there. You’re going to see the Hydra first six episodes? 

station a few more times, but | think AH: | think we were most pleased that we 

we're gonna explore other areas of the finished them in time for them to air, because 

that wasn't easy [laughs]! 

EK: I really loved the way we introduced and set 

up Juliet. | think she became a really compelling 

and interesting character, because no one is 

certain whether she's good or bad. There are 

moments where you are completely seduced 

by her, and then you remember, “Wait a minute, 

she's keeping Jack prisoner! Why do | feel this 

sympathy for her?" If | were watching, | would 

want to know more about her story. 

AH: I think the complexity of Jack and Juliet's 

relationship that we tried to draw, and the way 

that turned out, was pretty exciting for us... 

EK: ...Which is why Not In Portland features her. 

island too. 

Let's talk about the big return episode, 

Not In Portland... 

EK: It was exciting to show her back-story. 

What you see on this island is a very strong 

woman, and in her back-story she was 
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News fromthe Lost world and beyond... 

a little timid and was getting bullied — so you 

see the evolution of her character from that... 

AH: ...to the woman you see now on the island. 

It makes you think, “Wow, she's really come 

a long way from the woman she was before.” 

Then you understand in some way what's 

informing her actions in the present. 

EK: Exactly. 
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ос THE OTHERS WILL 
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COOL WAT. 

Anything you can tell us coming up about 

Jack? 

EK: | would say there is a scene with Jack 

coming up that we cannot wait for people to 

see. We had [conceived] it last year and we've 

been waiting to show it. | think it’s gonna blow 

people’s minds — ГИ say that! 

What will we be experiencing with the rest of 

the Others? 

ЕК: AS always, you're gonna get bits and pieces 

of their lives, but the thing with the Others is 

» thattheyre always... they're still the Others. 
” 

asmissions 

отр 
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The trouble with them is that just as we're 

beginning to understand them, they twist it on 

us. So you're gonna get some more information 

on them, and the way they work together. 

It feels like there is going to be some more 
significant beach camp stuff coming up to... 
EK: Because of the first six [episodes] being 
aired the way they were, we had a lot of stuff to 
settle, so we treated them almost as if they 
were their own season. Now, because we're 

running straight through, we are going to be 

able to focus on the beach, and you're going to 
get to see more Claire, Sun, Charlie, Hurley... 

AH: ...and one of the things that we set up in 

the first six, on the beach side, had to do with 

Desmond. So, we fully intend for there to be 

a payoff for what's going on with him. 

EK: ...Because I'm sure everyone is asking 

what's going on with him [laughs]! The answers 

of what happened to Desmond in the hatch, 

and what is going on with him right now — 

they're coming, and sooner than you think! 

| will say that one of the things that is going 

to surprise people in the rest of the season is 

the amount of answers they're going to get. 

It's going to blow people's minds with the new 

questions we'll be answering but we'll definitely 

be asking a lot more. 

Locke seems incredibly focused now... 

EK: Locke is very reenergized this season. 

He was very excited to get into the hatch last 
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season, and to understand what the button was, EE й 

but he became disillusioned, almost like а slave Finally, will we be seeing some more 

to the button. Now you're seeing a more focused of that guy with the eye patch that 

Locke. He has a very specific mission in his we caught a glimpse of on the Pearl 

mind this year that is going to be explored ina _ hatch's monitor? dx y wf. 546 JA 

very cool way. ЕК: | would say аз ме always say, | would қ; : : S re “үүн ЕМ you 

AH: He's a driven man again, and what's driving be awfully disappointed ! ме nee seel | 
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Last year, the website MSN.com ran a competition 

to find the best fan theory as to what was going 

on on the island, and the Lost Magazine team got 

to select the winner! Congratulations to GRAHAM 

PIERREPOINT who won himself a huge bundle of 

Lost goodies, courtesy of MSN.com. plus a year's 

Everything, except themselves, is à creation of 

the Hanso Foundation. It's a bizarre experiment to 

explore how far a human being can be pushed. 

The Foundation drafted in 100 volunteers, who 

agreed to give up their own lives to advance the 

group's research. The Foundation wished to bring 

together a mix of clashing personalities, and 

created a series of characters to fit the bill: this 

is how the Others know all about the survivors 

- they created them. The Foundation then 

drugged their volunteers into believing that they 

are these characters, and that they've lived their 

lives, before further drugging them into believing 

that they are stranded on a strange, torturous 

island - they are in fact inside a glass box, 

under constant scrutiny. They also employed an 

intelligent camera unit, seen by the survivors as 

Vincent the dog, to record their actions and 

report back (whenever something bad happens, 

it seems to occur after Vincent scurries away). 

The Foundation then decided to play with the 

minds of their creations, by presenting them 

with impossibilities as solid fact (Jack's Dad rising 

from the dead, Locke regaining use of his legs, 

Kate seeing the horse) to observe their reactions. 

They also engineered a security system, 

designed to alarm the islanders when'they came 

too close to revealing Hanso's secrets. Only true 

DET. 
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ба C nm - ^ Got something ı 

about 217 Than wa wari | = about Lost? Then we want to hear it. 

Emaii: voices @titanemail.com 

or transceiver @titanemail.com 
Dlaaca nota: note: No attachments of any kind please. 

We cannot send personal replies, nor send on 

your ie.ters to any of the cast or crew at Lost. 

subscription to this magazine. The Runners-up: 

Natasia Court, Steven Singleton, Tim Vivian-Shaw 

and Sandra Hyndham each won themselves 

a year's subscription too. 

Heres Graham's winning theory for you all 

to dissect and discuss... 

threats to the Foundation can look the black 

smoke in the eye. 

However, the Foundation did not see the need 

to experiment upon all of their volunteers. 

Dressed in native costumes - in order to maintain 

the premise of the island being real — they 

ventured into the glass box and removed anyone 

they believed were no longer interesting subjects, 

and also children that they could easily raise and 

manipulate through further experimentation. 

They created their own persona, 'the Others, 

a mysterious band of natives. Their strength 

against the survivors comes from their complete 

knowledge of their weaknesses: The survivors 

can ‘hear them on the wind; as they are talking 

in reality, outside of the box, and can be 

heard through airgaps in the box. None of 

the volunteers, except Desmond, are aware 

of the experiments, due to being immersed іп and for reality to rear its head By hitting execute 

their characters. 2 reality is suspended, and the experiment continues. 

The Foundation created the Swan Station, Desmond keeps himself within the false world by 

isolating Desmond to control the computer and injecting himself directly with the drug, aware that if he 

execute the number sequence. The numbers in SEA 
q doesn't. he'll contract the ‘disease’ The ‘disease’ and 

fact represent the serial code of the drug used 
р 9 delirium experienced by Rousseau's colleagues was 

to maintain the island and the characters У 
о maintain the island and the ac in fact their re-emergence back into reality from 

=: ina them ге! the drug into the executing them releases tne drug Into Hapso's created world. The only real characters are 

environment — thus, failure to execute the the Others, and the only real environments are the 

sequence will cause the island to disappear hospital, the hatch and the base found by the Tailies. 

Lost fan and MSN.com winner Graham Pierrepoint 
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| have а couple of not so much theories but 

observations about the show so far. Firstly, 

а possible connection between John Locke 

and James Ford: | strongly suspect that the 

real “Mr. ѕамў; whom Sawyer has spent 

most of his “adult Ме searching for, will turn 

out to be none other than John Locke's own 

biological father, Anthony Cooper. It makes 

perfect sense: Locke was cheated out of 

his kidney thanks to an elaborate scam 

orchestrated by his father — in other words 

becoming the victim of a complicated long 

con. Furthermore, in the season two episode 

in which Cooper reappears to scupper his 

son's happiness once again, һе explains he 

has had to fake his own death to escape the 

real thing at the hands of men he has conned 

out of a large amount of cash, so his criminal 

credentials are clear. Cooper's status as 

a confirmed bachelor may also hint at 

a womanising past. Wouldn't it be amazing 

to have two characters as opposite as Locke 

and Sawyer linked by the fact that the same 

man ruined their lives? 

Which brings me to my second 

observation: fathers. Has anyone else 

noticed that nearly all of the characters 

are marked by troubled paternal 

relationships? Jack betrayed his father; 

Sawyer's dad killed himself and his wife, 

orphaning his son; Kate murdered her 

biological father; Hurley's is absent, as 

are Charlies and Claire's (though she 

may turn ош to be Jack's half-sister!): 

Sun's was а tyrant; Locke's manipulated 

and betrayed him; Michael is a reluctant 

father again after years of estrangement, 

etc. The focus is ALWAYS on the fathers, 

never the mothers. And of course, being 

‘lost’ in a biblical sense means being 

estranged from the divine ‘Father; i.e. God. 

Helen, Glasgow, Scotland 

Very well observed, Helen — we like 

your Sawyer-Locke theory a lot. And 

don't forget that there is a season 

one episode called All the Best 

Cowboys Have Daddy Issues... 

| love the show! Will you ever be able 

THE 
DARK 
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„опоо? 

Unfortunately, | have to express my disappointment in — 

Mr. Eko's demise. It is not that he died, but how не died that 

is such a let down for this devoted fan. You have a strong 

character stare down the black smoke ‘monster’ and live to 

tell the tale, and then let this same ‘monster’ be his undoing. 

However, | would like to state the two good things about 

this season: the shot of the plane coming apart, and the 

pan back to show this suburban neighborhood on the island 

was very intriguing. 2 
Ы 

Wendy, via email 

The ‘monster’ remains one of the show's most potent 

mysteries, and once we find out more about what it is 

and what its purpose is, the parts to this Eko puzzle will 

most certainly start to fall into place... > 

‚ ОН, BROTHER! 
Desmond — he is just as hot as Jack — and 

Kate is gorgeous. Keep the thrills coming! 

| to tie the threads together? Please don't 

kill off Sawyer — it was hard enough to 

lose Eko. The love scene with Kate and 

Sawyer was really beautiful, thank you 

for that. 

Ben is mesmerizing, and | hope to see 

Michael and Walt again. Also, | adore 

Wendy Brubaker Richmond, CA 

Don't worry, Wendy - seasn three has 

returned with a vengeance! We hope 

Lost Magazine's exclusive access kept 

you content during the hiatus, too. 

ГІ. 13 
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ED ` In issue #3, | pe a strange language at the 

4 

|»... bottom of pages 14 and 15 (and maybe a few — 

other pages too). | was just wondering the reason 

t for this, and/or the translation. $ 

| Hannah, New Mexico = 

- 

Hannah, you were not the only'eagle-eyed 

RER reader to spot that. It was in fact the 23rd a PREISE 7 as BR ER NR ELSE Ny ЭН і RL EEE 

= Psalm, “Though I walk rough the valley of Я = Inthe: episode Lockdown we saw 2 2 ` Who activates i? Could the the Others rs actually 5 бн 

E . the shadow of death, ete; ih Arainaic. е d 3 53 the different type of hatches on the 22 gest from the Black Roc SEE S 
Ч op” 4 Ber. q Blast door: the Swan, the Pearl, the Чэ | ft Henderson via email е Ч | 

: Arrow, etc. But there was a hatch ) СМ M" 238. EP CO | 

i ES) with the symbol of а Нате? will we, | as: we have seen, ‚at least о one other hatch > 

be seeing that hatch as as well? р a is active, but who knows which? If, ав x U DILEMMA Did the Polar bears a and the black | | others suspect, RER field 49 

“horse come from the Hydra station? = interferes with a - 5 equipment, how 26 E 

Like charlie and Hurley, Рт confused by the record ~ 3 ЕТТІ Michael and Walt be reappearing ` could Michael and Walt have sailed RA | 4 

they found in the Dharma Hatch of Geronimo > Ар again in season three or have they been As you can see, Geoff, we have plenty of 

Jackson. What is the inspiration behind this band? |0 written out of the show? — questions of our own. As for the Flame, | || P 

Rya Pominville Hudson, Wi i ) 29 “1 know the ‘monster’ is a security. you were correct in what you saw on ће | 2 

1 | : ES but where does it come from? - 4-74 Желілі; vM | 

| have enjoyed Lost from the beginning. 

But | can't believe with the chemistry апа | c^ 
rr — 

history Jack and Kate have that you you wou на 
Ээ”, 

‘put Kate and Sawyer together. Please, HOSS 

айе us romantics happy by putting Jack 2 

and Kate together (and по, Jack and the З: 1 

| ` blond ‘Other’ will not do). o де. 

Alec Maks, Pennsylvania, USA 

As Eko himself has said, “Don't mistake 
«. 

^1 Е. 

ДАА Т Lx иг 
coincidence for fate,” Lost has always been 

a twist-ridden affair, so we expect there are | 

more developments to come when it comes =» 
è . 

to those three.. 

y a 
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The electromagnetic sati n he 

island has healing properties which were known to 

the ancient Greeks who came to the island and built 

a statue (of which only the foot now remains.) This 

same electromagnetic force also blinds satellites 

and radar and disrupts compasses making the 

island virtually invisible (hence Henry's comment, 

“Not even God could see this island,” and 

Desmond's inability to pilot his boat away from it.) 

Dharma scientists set up several stations around 

the island (some in underground caverns possibly 

created by volcanic activity) and begin Conducting 

various electromagnetic (the Swan), atmospheric 

(why the weather changes so quickly), 

psychological (the Pearl), parapsychological (the 

whispering) and zoological (the polar bears, shark 

and horse) experiments. They built housing, 

arranged for power from underwater обез апа 

supplies from regular air delivery. 

At some point, there was an yincident” involving 

the electromagnetic research facility, the Swan. 

| believe this was an explosion of energy similar 

to the one that brought down Flight 815 when 

Desmond was late pushing the button. This ` 

BEN 
BEGINS 
In issue #7’s new Namaste section. the 

Orientation film transcript stated: "Following 

in the footsteps of visionaries such as 

B. F. Skinner ...a large scale communal 

research compound...” Ben Е Skinner!? 

Dharma Original!? What does the ‘F’ 

Stand for? So Ben is basically a founder 

of Dharma! | just about fell out of my seat 

when | thought of it! 

Beth (Lost for Life) 

ч 

Nice idea, Beth. Ben did introduce himself 

to Jack as Benjamin Linus,but then he 

does get an ‘A’ in the art of deception 

doesn't he? What do the rest of you 

think of the evidence in this transcript? 

© explosion released a deadly virus infecting 

„everyone on the island. and killing many of its 

Dharma staff. Or, the virus could have been 

| released into the atmosphere when there уу 

“а mini- eruption from the island's и. үу 

was being suppressed by the Swan station, 

hence the belief that they were saving the world. 

Those who survived developed a vaccine that 

represses the virus but is not a cure — therefore 

they can never leave. They continue to search 

for a cure for the virus using children, especially 

infants, as test subjects. At that point зеусга! of 

the islands stations, including the Pearl were 

abandoned. The Swan is set up with a primitive 

fail-safe program (two guys pushing a button 

every 108 minutes) and the remaining staff (the 

Others) prepared primitive disguises in case of 

accidental discovery. The castaways arrived in 

the crash providing the Others with fresh subjects 

for their primary research goal, a cure to the 

virus, but they also pique the scientist's curiosity 

for psychological and parapsychological research 

А т Walt, who appears to possess the 

ability of astral projection). The whispering heard 

in the jungle is actually an imperfect form of 

telepathic communication the Others developed 

in their experiments. 

Paul Lombard, via email 

Жон 

WAX WORKS” 
The words that jumped out ауле in e transcript of the 

orientation video, which you printed f issue were: 

meteorology, psychology, рагарзусһо! ду, zoology, 

electromagnetism and utopian social ... | came up with 

ideas as to how these were significant to fhe island. 

The psychology aspect is part of the Hanso Foundation’s 

scientific experiments. They are delving into the minds 

of the survivors of Flight 815. Parapsychology is coupled 

with the psychological aspect as a way of studying the 

paranormal using the survivors thoughts and memories 

(Jack seeing his dad, and Hurley being revisited by his 

imaginary friend Dave). Zoology is the polar bear 

that everyone keeps seeing/getting attacked by. 

The electromagnetism refers to the giant magnet thing 

in the hatch (the thing that dragged the plane down so 

they could do these experiments) and lastly, the utopian 

social. This is plainly referring to the Others»and their-way 

of life, the fact that a bit at the end is missing could | 

suggest the last bit would make it too obvious! 

Meteorology is still a mystery but I’m sure that will be 

expanded on in season three. 

Jenny Lippmann, Poynton, England 

ши: 14. 

Q 
RECKONED 
wiin 

| ат-а very big fan of Lost and my favorite 

character is Sawyer (Josh Holloway). What's in 

store for Sawyer in upcoming shows? | really 

hope he isn't going to be killed off! 

Dot Clark, Washington, New England 

Keep watching, Dot. There is some 

sensational Sawyer action coming up... 

ae 19 
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pecason three's opening sequence manage 

as ме! as expand the mythology of the show Several stages further
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for it to be realistic... 

As Goodwin runs frame right, to get to the Tailies, we needed the tail section to drift off in that direction too. So after this .. Version, we adjusted the trajectory of its descent, sending the tail portion to the right... ee ر Ir 3 И РЕТРО | ar sd N 
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MICHAEL ЕМЕН5ОМ 

ELIZABETH MITCHELL 

Words: Tara DiLullo 

What’s 
it like to be two of the most mysterious 

people on television? Pretty damn 

good, if you ask the actors that play 

Others, Juliet and Ben. In season 

three, Elizabeth Mitchell and Michael 

Emerson have emerged as the alternate 

Lost power couple, captivating audiences 

with every action and eyebrow raise. 

Both inscrutable and quietly terrifying, 

their characters manage a secret 

community in the Pacific with equally 

strong wills and a guarded sense 

of purpose. Meanwhile in real life, 

the actors are also quite happy playing 

with audience perception and expectation 

of just who their characters really are. 

Are they the puppet masters of the 

island? Maybe they are evil scientists 

conducting experiments on the 

crash survivors? Or perhaps, they 

too аге just pawns in the overall 

mystery of the island and all that 

happens on it... 

i nar 2 
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If you want answers, dom ask these two. 
They prefer to be gleefully ignorant of the - 

answers. Mitchell laughs, “The enormity of it - ̂ e 
is not tome | think about. Even when 

I'm auditioning, for things, Рт such a 

person. | go: right into.whom the persc 
Emerson agrees adding, “| don't k 

than what is in any script for each 

I''m guessing as much as the people at! ЖА 
are. But I've played ambiguous characters before | 
in my career. have a basic idea of how to play 
the character, but depending on the needs of 

the episode, we will shoot it different ways so 

the editors have different tones to play with. 

I'm grateful for how full my card is. | have a lot 

of duet scenes that are very still and full of 

tension and subtext. It's the stuff I like to play 

anyway. It's like doing a good scene from a play. 

There are a lot of layers and a lot of stuff to be 

digested. There is a sense of danger and play 

around it. It's the quality you get when you do 

Pinter plays.” 

Both Emerson and Mitchell came to Lost with 

very diverse and busy careers. A renowned New 

York City theater actor, Emerson occasionally 

dipped into TV doing memorable guest roles on 

shows like The Practice and Law and Order. 

But when he got called for Lost, it was his wife 

(Carrie Preston) that pushed him to take the role. 

“Му wife has always been а religious fan of the 
show, so it was on in our house. She is an actor 

too and she was very excited when | got the part. 

So | had seen half of the first season and knew 

the set up and the vague storyline.” 

Rito ČS: Crime 
le T o Juliet was far та 74 as she 
plains ‚ "It's interesting because I was told | 
hey \ еге somewhat interested probably a 

nen it completely went away and | 22 3 56 
' But then one of the writers called a ME 

worked with [Jeff Pinkner] before on The Beast, S 
$0 he called my agent and was really interested. ES 
So | finally had the Lost audition, but then they ~ 
called and said it was off. | didn't know anything 
about the role anyway, so it was all like the 

lottery. Then they called back a few days later 
and said, “Lost is back on again. ” 1 said 

(confused), ‘OK. | think | auditioned for three 

ог four days and | had a broken wrist and 

a broken toe, so | went to the audition in socks, | 
and а big, huge cast. For some reason, we all 

got along well [laughs]. 

“| got to read the scene where Jack was 

hanging onto the chain,” she remembers of the 

audition. “They came to me with some notes | 
before we did {Не scene. It was me and a bunch - 
of women that | know from auditioning with. 

They are all wonderful, but we were all so 

different. Honestly, the notes they gave us were 
so good, they didn't have to lead me in any Эр 

direction. There had been others that read Juliet 

before | came in, and they read her as уу 
angry and controlling, | felt, and still feel, 
very strongly that any рёгсоп of power walks 

Pretty softly. My feeling 

t Juliet is that she | 

“has a tremendous amount 

of power She smt going 

E. ES 

SI 
“We moved the whole family out here 

— my husband and my little baby — 

three days. It was really crazy. | got 

the role on a Friday and knew | had to 

move by Wednesday! | am an internet 

person, so | was already surfing [for 

7 the one who sits | | 

' things done. | felt like her serenity апа ra ; 

10 watch people made her mole dangerous. - 

1 ide dangerous for whom? We don't know, 

-AND і. 
ELIZABETH MITCHELL on relocating to Hawaii... 

and ЖЕН; к 

ut 1 do feel like she is dangerous. So | think 

UA 1 e way they wanted it played was the way 

I wanted to play it. | think that if you have 

friage like that between your actors and 

эш ry riters, then it can be fun.” 

е season two left audiences det Ms - 

| | № ine Others were jungle dwellers, 

the opening of season three quickly 

dispelled that notion. Juliet is introduced 

in a lovely home leading a book club; the 

wide shot reveals the Others live in suburban 

bliss, albeit on a rock in the middle of 

nowhere. Mitchell admits she adored 

WE characters unexpected introduction. 

“| loved that they get me — this girl next-door, 

benign-looking person — and you have no 

idea of what is going on. It looks like 

. something out of a completely different 

show. You know people were going, ‘Is this 

— Lost?" she smiles. 

` Emerson says the entire sequence 

. blew him away. “1 was completely 

2. surprised and | had по forewarning 

that we would see this domestic side to 

. the lives of the Others. Its г i : thou: 

because it creates a 

tension, doesn't it? di 

live like other people do and they | 
— A 3 e £4 

N62 

_ ап ongoing T a very mysterious 

that happens right there on the island.” 

€ 

EM QM 

Жм 

homes] by my first audition because 

| figured, “What's the harm?’ | can 

actually see what's there and if 

it does happen, I'll be prepared. 

If it doesn't, | will have gotten to 

know Hawaii better [laughs]! " 
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CHARACTERS 
Desmond and Hurley are very intriguing, explains 

ELIZABETH MITCHELL... ы 

бал 
` “| read the [forthcoming] Desmond episode and it was 

awesome. | think his character is so much fun. | just 

read some Hurley stuff that is intriguing. Those are the 

two characters | really like. | already got to see Kate 

and Sawyer get together. As a fan before | got on the 

show, | was like, ‘Yee-har!’ | thought their characters 

were so beautifully played by both of them. How can 

you not like both of them? | think their characters’ 

getting together was pretty gorgeous. Now we have to 

see what happens next.” 

ЭЭС .3 —- IDR >> 
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Mitchell continues, "It's interesting to think they 

have their own little utopian society and they were 
. living in it. But at the same time, if they had formed 

__ a perfect society, why are they so trained? Why are 
‚ * they so good at what they do? Why do Juliet and 

su _Ben have a crazy ability to defend themselves? 

- How did that happen? Why are they so well armed? 
- What are they armed against? For me there are _ 

a million more questions involved with their not-so- 
utopian utopia." 

While Mitchell has been in plenty of series and 
films, joining a huge hit like Lost is understandably 

daunting for anyone. But she reveals that her co-star 

made the transition seamless. “| would have been 

EE nervous if | hadn't enjoyed working 
with Matthew [Fox] so much. From the minute | met 

him, we didn't waste time on small talk, which | have 

“йн UTE: 
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24 А ИАА is 

right in and 

so passionate as an actor. It ism 

me and so much fun from the t »gir 

The first stuff | аід was w \ Ben ( 

saw the plane [crash] and t "ey x 

of it in sequence. A lot of the y 1 

was done in order too.” 

The first six episodes of the se: 

found Jack and Juliet almost а 

playing а game of wills and trust in the 

depths of the Hydra. Mitchell made short 

work of standing up to the imposing 

presence of Jack and she says it was 

all about the game of power. “1 started 

with my feelings about power and how 

she handles it,” the actress explains. 

“ The physicality of her, | was fascinated 

by, and the fact that she is very good with 

her body and defense. Who is the kind 

of person that would be that good at it? 

_ How does she have the wherewithal to be 

so still and commit these interesting acts?” 

Their conversations over time even dip 
| 

into а surprising chemistry that Mitchell 
445, | | 

thinks is а surprise for Juliet to feel. 
| а ET < 

“As far as Jack, I've always felt strongly 

that she had no idea she would be drawn 

to him. | think he is part of another game 

ELIZABETH MITCHELL and MICHAEL EMERSON on juggling family life 

and the Hydra... 

“| just had a baby and | did The Santa Clause 3 and then did another pilot and 

now Lost.” explains Mitchell. "I thought it would be a situation where | would be 

twiddling my thumbs but they have been working us pretty regularly. The 

storyline has been intriguing so it continues to be three or four days a week. 

It's winning the lottery, this show. № you have a family, it's fantastic. Every time 

| go to work, | get incredible stuff to do and then | go home to my beautiful 

baby and | get to see him more than | would working as a lead on another 

show. It's great to get to do the level of work that | get to do and also have a life,” 

“They keep me so busy here, there is no opportunity to do any other work,” 

laughs Emerson. “I've been so busy that | have to live here. It's a very pretty 

place and | love the work. | work with such wonderful people and | have good 

material to play with. It's a little far from home for my taste. | miss loved ones 

and friends. It's hard for my wife and 1. She's a busy actor and she cant sit 

still in [Hawaii], so she parked herself in Los Angeles and we shuttle back 

and forth as much as we can. We try to figure it out as well as we can. 



plan for her, either one she was given or 

one that she came up with herself. | think 

it's really fun for people to discover things 

on camera, and that she actually likes 

him. You didn't think she would like him 

and all of a sudden she can't help herself 

- she just likes him and that's really fun." 

Yet Jack is still torn about his feelings 

for Kate. And as for Juliet, can а 

relationship ever work when the start is so 

bad and trust is never there? "It's amazing 

being drawn to people, because | don't 

know that we are always drawn to the 

people that we wish we were,” Mitchell 

says with a sigh. “I think that really holds 

true for them. | do know that Juliet is 

extraordinarily drawn to him. If she and 

Jack would get together, they would be an 

incredible couple. They could accomplish 

so much because they both have such 

strength. But as far as who would have 

the upper hand...” Mitchell breaks into 

laughter and continues, “When you even 

think about going to a romantic place, 

what a tumultuous situation that would be. 

You can't imagine that they would be 

docile with each other in any way 

because they would keep going at each 

other. One person always has to be the 

top dog. It could work brilliantly. They 

could be each other's loves of their lives. 

They are both so brilliant and so good at 

what they do, and in a way so socially 

inept. They are both great leaders but they 

arent that great at expressing themselves. 

They aren't good about their feelings ог 

emotions. They are so backward in some 

areas and so forward in others, but if they 

could make it work, it would be amazing. 

It's like ramming puzzle pieces together 

and there's only the smallest possibility 

that the right fit is going to happen.” 

As for Emerson, after a season playing 

‘Henry, lying and pressing the emotional 

buttons of the crash survivors, the actor 

says he’s stayed the course in his 

portrayal, despite being back on his 

character's turf. “I still tend to play [Ben] 

251 as | always have done, which 15 a 

man under siege and a man with a 

mession. A battle weary leader is what he 

5 and continues to be. | like the tension 

between that and the sort of ordinary 

conventions of their lives: cooking and 

book clubs, child rearing and home repair. 

Suddenly, those simple things take on a 

new edge or mystery.” 

And just what is up between Juliet and 

Ben? From the teaser in A Tale of Two 

Cities, it's quickly established that the pair 

are on the outs with one another. Their 

subsequent exchanges crackle with 

simmering emotions and unsaid history. 

Coming from the fan-described ‘king of 

cool, Emerson says he's thrilled to have 

her as a sparring partner. “She plays it so 

well. She's found a way to be terrifying in 

a really cool way. She's absolutely calm 

about things and nothing much fazes her. 

Mitchell is equally complimentary, offering, 

“The Ben character is so fantastic — his 

complete and utter sincerity that he is 

absolutely one of the good guys — | love 

that about him. | think it so breathtaking 

and it makes him so fun to watch. 

| believe he created that whole world 

by the way he played it.” 

Perhaps there is a failed romance 

between them? Neither actor knows but 

they see that possibility informing their 

current dynamic. “My feeling has always 

been that she at one time thought of him 

with such high, high regard and that 

somehow he fell and we don't know how 

or why,” Mitchell ponders. ‘As far as their 

dynamic goes, | admire Michael. | think he 

is a really talented actor and | love the 

way he plays Ben. So it's not a problem 

for me to guess that Juliet, at one time, 

thought the world of him, but for some 

reason that has gone away. Whether it 

was a mentor type situation or romantic, 

| don't know. It's definitely going through my 

mind. | don't see it as just, 1 don't like him 

or | do like him! It's a very complicated 

relationship.” Emerson theorizes, “I don't 

know if she's ever cared for Ben, but he's 

been attracted to her and maybe had 

fantasies of what it would be like to spend 

his life with her. But apparently, that's not 

going to work out. It's a sad development 

for Ben. | think our sympathies are being 

yanked around a little bit. We think of Ben 

as the mastermind of evil, but there are 
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» i 
people that ge - shots in on him too. | 
К was сїй їй the scene where [Juliet] 
was talking 10 Jack, but on the video monitor 

/ . itwasa different story. | think seeing Ben on 
the operating table is taking him to place we | 
haven't seen him in before: When they were 
putting him out with ing anesthesia and he's 
looking around for his daughter [Alex] and 4 

11 She's not there. That's а sad moment in TER: 
^` a man's life right there.” : 
~ Aleader in jeopardy has been the path for P 

Ben this season, with his community upset ҡ 

: N , = with him and Juliet obviously willing to turn on 
2 him with Jack's support. But is all the hostility 

deserved? Emerson isn't sure. “It seems like 
Ben has a number of agendas at play at 
once. One of them is purely a matter of self- 
preservation. He has a medical problem and 
Only Jack can help solve that problem. Why he 
has to go in such a roundabout way to try 
and corner Jack rather than just saying, 
“Look buddy, | need your help,” has more to 
do with their upbringing and their larger secret 
agenda that we don't know yet. Maybe the 
Others are scientists brought up by scientists 
and the only way they know how to relate to 
other people is to put them in experimental : 
Situations. | don't know. But apart from his own 
health issues, there is a war. Whatever the war 
is that they are fighting, he is also somehow / 
furthering that agenda. Politically, | think he is 
trying to keep himself in power. Juliet can't be 
counted on. His daughter can't be counted on. 
He has soldiers that are hot he 
that are incompetent. isn't going to 
do him in, then other peopie vc inl A 

S and ОЛ the enemy isl" _ 

Hj 

"HEY, BEN?" 
Fans are calling out to him a lot these days, 

explains MICHAEL EMERSON... 

"| get stopped a good deal more on the street 

now. It surprises me because | think I'm invisible 

when | have my eyeglasses on and no bruising, 

but people still find me out. The power of TV is a 

little frightening in a way. It occurs to me that more 

people will see me in one episode of Lost than all 

the audiences that | will ever play to in the theater 

combined. It's sort of alarming and makes you 

think, ‘I hope that role is a good one!” 

тег 
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2 сеозе WE WORE OOTDOORS SO MOCK ON LOCATION, THERE ARE SOME MOMENTS 

THAT emt DOST ALE -INSPITTRING . ae THAT FOURTH EPISODE CEverr Man FORT 

MawstLyl2, ORERE more ает GP ON. TIME СЗТ UO LOOF OT ACROSS THE 

Батето, оғ WERE OP HIGH ON A CLIFF AT A PLACE сехр (Meararoo. Tt was 

а WATR-RAISING DROP TO THE WATER BELOW AND WE OERE RICHT ON THE EDGE OF 

st. wt WIND WAS BLOWING LIFE MATT. Pos оок AROUND AT THE MAD BEAUTY 

AND MASESTY OF TOOT SURROUNDINGS AND TT RECONTERTOALIZES TOOT WORF. 
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В TV Rocmams DOESN T SEEM QUITE зоон A HOGE AFFARR OMEN Тоз emt | 
2 

зря OB A CLIFF LIFE! THAT. PLos, THE TEXT WAS REALY GOOD. "LT was | 

а PHILOSOPHICAL SCENE AND THERE WERE QUOTES FROM Stempeck. Jere oes | 

LSEARINESS AND SADNESS FOR BOTH OF OS. (Эс өте OUT THERE ON THAT CLIFF AND 

тығы A WOGE FRIGATE BERD SOARED Br ON THE OPDTAFT. Tt NEVER EVEN FLAPPED | 

cs. Іт was THIS GIANT, PRIMORDIAL CREATORE FLYING BY ANP 

К с-сут, ‘THIS BIND TS ONIMPRESSED WITH THE WORLD OF \№\оцчооор. 

В uu» Is FROM а COMPLETELY OTHER LEVEL OF ERTSTENCE, ONE FER DEEPER 

BRS MOTE PROFOOND THAN OUR WORF MERE WITH THE CAMERAS. ' “Tere was 

ШЕ ст moot хт тоо. WE OERE ALL SONBURNED AND WIND BOTE AND 

BEATEN AND BROISED, BOT IT FELT LIFE THIS Ts WHAT <T < LIYE TO Mert A MOVIE 
Ш 

то A WILD LOCATION LIFE THE OLD MOVIES. Tr was A VERY INTERESTING DAY. 
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When was ‘Otherville’ created? Is it part of the Hanso 
Foundation? How long has Juliet been living on 

the island? All these questions remain a mystery 

for now, but we can take a closer look at the 

Original concept art for Juliet’s abode and 
a main street of their town, complete 

with notes by Production Designer 

ZACK GROBLER... 

Words: Tara DiLullo 

Art: Scott Cobb & Zack Grobler 
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In the first of three Others 

sections in this 100-page issue, 

we welcome the man who has ANC 

helmed some of the show's most | RT involved Cia ете ан 
exhilarating episodes, including у топ Lindelof, one 

үлүш. ЭРЭР writer on Crossing Jordan. | was 

BUD seasons A Tho НЫШ 1. a director on that show. We worked together 

Cowboys Have Daddy Issues, a T qp eden 
more recently, the action pal $ 

Further Instructions. Ladies and | 
gentlemen, we give you ost 
Direc orn pe re E ja oc 1499 

dto meee ña of the Lost? 

F “two à or three see 

| © Lost, | saw it, ̂ oved it, and really wanted to 

“be а part of everything. | started directing in 

season one of Lost. 

- 

2 initially grabbed. you about Lost? 

much с The casting was 

Қ acular and ће way in which the narrative 

_ unfolded, it drew you'in and posed questions 

! ? the notion of 2100-2227 and free will. 

| ыг р р E ‚and wonder 

Souki гг 5 gs that happen іп. 

| 18 best Vere of 
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i DIRECTING, 

м” / 

гу time you step 
EÈ Nes 

17: 6(11(:104(6 Vr 

5 Tu working with actors, choreographing 

ыг or helping {о refine the script. There 

tem of tasks that you get better 

y e; So while Grossing 

У > , 

di Sake Lost. it Жаз а 6009 

"tc bat, len iw whether it is in 

have ақ immediately apparent 

Schedules and scripts always seem to be т flux. 

How important is flexibility on this series? 
In the telling of any story, there are things that arise 

that you would do well to take advantage of. At the 

Same time, there are pitfalls you want to avoid. We 

shoot in the jungle where it can rain at any time — you 

can begin a scene where it is sunny, and suddenly it 

becomes cloudy. There are any number of logistic 

issues that you have to remain in a constant state 

of awareness and sensitivity to so you can adjust. 

So has every episode you directed turned out 

exactly how you envisioned it? 

Um, no [laughs]! They all take on a life of their own at 

some point. Ther&is some kind of alchemic process 

that happens between the writing of the script, the 

actors inhabiting the roles; and each director's take 

on the material. Out of that process emerges an entity 

‚ which hopefully honors the efforts of the writers, the 

actors, and the series as a whole, but is arguably 

something slightly different than what was initially 

envisioned by each of those separate efforts. It is 

totally а collaborative effort. 

What do you recall about your introduction to Lost 

directing season one's All The Best Cowboys Have 

Daddy Issues? 5 

That was the episode | truly became infected by the 

show, Just being here in Hawaii, working with Matthew 
Fox = who îsa gifted actor + the hanging of Charlie and 
ultimately his tw бу Kate and Jack, the whole thing 
was a dream for me as a director, The material we 

started with was awesome, the actors were incredibly 

, 

“ ватт ед and dedicated, and the locations Were fresh 
and unique. | was pretty happy: with how it turned out 

and the experience was a joy from Bo to bottom. 
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Your follow up was 001 No Harm: Но” 

emotionally charged Was it doing lan 

Somerhalder’s death scene? 

К was really emotional. To some extent, we 

are all sequestergi i in Hawaii — which is ап” 2 

awesome place io be living and working. But. 

because we are so remiovéd from the familiar 

touchstones in our lives, м/е,ресоте а tightly , 

knit, close group. [ап $ departure was emotional | 

іп terms of everything happenin ir fret of the: 

camera as well as off camera. К had ig obvious i 

emotional weight. In the last ‘scene, „we were 

consumed by the work at hand but it was weird 

what was going to then happen in real Ме: 

Boone was to die on the show and essentially 

lan was going to be removed from our lives. _ 

Everyone felt that, cast and crew alike. 

There are plenty of worldly locations in the 

flashbacks but in One of Them, you visited 

Iraq. Was it hard to pull that off in Hawaii? 

We have an amazing production design team, 

and an amazing locations department. Off the 

top of my head, we've done: Buffalo, Texas; | 

London, England; Sydney, Australia” with the 

Opera House, South Korea, and now Iraq. 

Iraq was a combination of production design, 

location, and visual effects — that was a visual 

effects heavy show. The combined efforts of 

those departments manage to create credible 

environments you wouldn't imagine we'd be 

able to do in Hawaii. In this case, our locations 

department essentially found an abandoned 

military installation that we then retooled and 

refashioned for our own needs. 

Three Minutes set up a lot of elements for 

the season two finale and was ambitious 

with all the terrain sequences. What were 

your reactions to the script? = 

| loved it. The notion was to keep Michael and 

Walt separate for almost the entirety of the 

season and Michael — as any father would do 

— spent the entire time trying to figure out how 

to reconnect with his son. There was a huge 

amount of pent up anticipation, so my reaction 

was. "Wow!" You have to understand that Iam 

arguably the hugest fan of the show — | read 

every script whether | am directing it or not, 

| read every version or draft of the script, and 

read them breathlessly аз turn every page. 

The notion of this father and. son | reuniting after 

being kept apart is амездте? 50, т reaction 

was unbridled excitement, followed shortly by; 

terror at not wanting to screwpit: arold | ES 

a genius actor and arguably once of the nicest 

people on the planet 
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Before Boone’s tragic demise, it seemed 
Charlie would be the first to fall victim 
to the mysterious island. Director 
STEPHEN WILLIAMS recalls convincing 

Hen ch bes om ‘188% | viewers of the British rocker’s assumed 
RER, ы i 5 us death at the hands of Ethan... 

out ih ihe pd зул. Ni 25 T ve Ха ЭЛ" “To а large extent, All the Best Cowboys Have 
. | | m ЯҒЫ” d | Daddy Issues was attempting to deal with issues 

This new хэр has Байн already shaken the © surrounding the magic of the island and the way 
audience all over the place. Have апу episod 25 in which it merged with Jack’s faith. The idea was 

or sequences proven particularly challenging? - .. that Charlie, for all intents and purposes, was 
In the Locke episode, Further Instructions, the эв potentially dead. In my intepretation, it is Jack’s 

‘vision quest’ scene in the airport was really - faith and his refusal to accept Charlie has died 
+ :challénging = trying to find a visa gran пг 1 Я . coupled with the intrinsic inherent magic of the 

that kind of subjective experi after Locke = E. island that brings him back to life. You just try to 
consumed his self-made hallucinogenic paste. describe the way that needs to unfold. The actors 
Then to 127 at n d. ‚Oregon ~ R ne ti are SO perceptive and dialed into the material, 
where Locks і ра n г ju 3 42 waj that once you explain the shape of the scene 
was tough. Бог РАА 3 | E 7: they pretty well take it from there and you | 

For Himself, уе, Shot t né 47 ach attempt to record it on film. From my perspective, 
prison. That is E chal | a similar but separate notion informed a scene 

+ security issues; was й T: ed t Ж i in James Cameron's The Abyss, where Магу 
episode turr sd : out fil ing à rabbit that is | Ti Elizabeth Mastrantonio is revived by Ed Harris’ 
supposed ta | jf sch ӨН is not he easiest of ’ character. | had always been a huge fan of that 
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Not only án Kate and Sawy 
one another. With 

inten ле by Бу. e ti ra E gtatlon, and the direction Lost is heading И: 6; 7 ES ‚Уу. ы E + Words: Тага DiLullo 

= r О m те of kindred souls have been captivating a с 
emen! one another-and Lest-audiences since and а half years now, both.maturing in phe first вэ pen Е. опа. the show began. their craft as they've been.able іо evolve their. ER 

beth a A Tasan = While there may be many fans that мг characters together. 5 EN 
burning between Kate Austen and hoping for Kate and Jack to finally admit their — Season ihres has already provided: ВУ ава“: E. - James ‘Sawyer’ Рога. feelings for each other, that wasnt the story Holloway Wwitrpienty of surprises and challenges: | — 

Both damaged souls with Shady pasts, that unfolded in the first third of season three Lett Uncertain of where this year would take them = they are fiercely independent even in the While the three were held by the Others, at the end of season two, Eily says she was wilds of their new home in the jungle. it was Kate and Sawyer - stuck in their cages immediately relieved upon returning to Work. 
Despite being stranded in the middle across from one another - that bonded over When | first started reading the scripts, ! was really. 
OF ve Lacie pnt 1919 ана ne exhausting manual labor and fear, as their really excited because | had told [Lost Magazine) 
ере armar, Reaping eis distance imminent death loomed over them. Terrified that between seasons one and two, | nad hoped 
pst Kites ч сургал. wi > for one another, and emotionally and physically and expected to see stronger sides of Kate come Re age ihe ee broken, the pair finally succumbed to their si and it hadn't happened. But this СЭР the 
in a smoldering dance, testing one feelings and gave into their mutual passion. — ultimate happened where they actually Zw another's comfort zones while revealing It's been a long time coming for actors exactly where | was hoping they would go.” For 
small increments of their true selves. Evangeline Lilly and Josh Holloway. The duo Holloway, Sawyer's predicament brought to mind Be it a sexy kiss by a tree, or Sawyer's have worked alongside one another for two some deja vu. “If you notice, there were some nickname for Kate of “Freckles” this pair 

similarities between where Sawyer was emotionally 

FEL T 





іп (һе beginning of season two and where he 

was emotionally in the opening of season three.” 

Holloway explains. “Sawyer, Michael and Jin 

thought they were actually captured by the 

Others, before they found out later that Eko, 

Ana Lucia and that whole gang were actually 

Survivors from the plane as well. In the season 

three opening, Jack, Kate and Sawyer are in 

captivity by the actual Others. Since we ended 

season two on a Cliffhanger with the three of 

them being captured, | wasn't as Surprised as 

| was excited when | found us in the Others’ 

camp. | thought the writers did an amazing job 

in how they introduced the Others. There were 

Just so many questions about them and to start 

finding bits and pieces of answers was 

extremely exciting.” 

The captivity storyline also allowed the actors 

to explore the deepest issues that plague both 

il і 

23 CALLED ov Damon LlinptLor7 

| |н IM 
ANY 

| 
SAID, 

‘ow BRILLIANT ARE ou Yoo HAVE POT 

[Katz ADD Сачет ANTO а SITOATIOD THAT 

<< THEIR WORST NIGHTMANE. 

WORLD, 

- Evmciume battet 
ANTTUING IN THE 

TO BE CAGED. 

Kate and Sawyer - their rabid fear of exposing 

their vulnerable sides to the world. Instead of 

hinting at their issues, as touched upon in their 

flashbacks, the cages allowed the writers and 

the actors to jump right into the emotional fray. 

“The very first episode, Kate was separated from 

the boys, so to speak, and she was leff to her 

own devices,” Lilly explains about her scenes in 

A Tale of Two Cities. “Looking Ben 

directly in the eyes and facing down 

Mor. THAN 

THEY ARE AFRAID 

what is a ‘creepy monster, so to speak. 

Ben is depicted in a way that is really 

quite terrifying — even for the men that 

are larger than him and more imposing 

than him physically. Ben has such 

a psychological presence so | really 

she was obviously frightened and 

vulnerable. However, despite those 

rise up, look him in the eye and face 

reflect who she was going to be and 

the cages. | think [the writers] wrote 

to become weak, but you are willing 

become vulnerable.” 

Holloway agrees about what their 

by some really disturbing strangers 

wanted to play those moments where 

weaknesses and fears, she was able to 

him 

head on. | think it was a defining moment 

at the beginning of the season that would 

how 

she was going to behave over the next 

few episodes, until we see them leave 

Kate in such a beautiful way. She has 

continued to be more and more vulnerable, 

and reveal more and more of herself, 

but she’s returned to her strength. | think 

that is true healing when you don't have 

to 

predicament forced Sawyer to face about 

himself. “Finding yourself in a cage 1$ 

never a good thing. As a con man, Sawyer 

spent a lot of his adult life trying to either 

not get sent to prison or get out of prison. 

Now that he’s survived a plane crash and 

is living out in the middle of the ocean, 

somehow he’s still found himself caged. 

And unfortunately for him, he’s caged 

— not law-abiding policemen. So, when 

the season started, Sawyer was definitely in 

a very vulnerable situation, both physically and 

emotionally. | actually feel that it was time for 

Sawyer to expose that side of,himself.” 



|| 1 
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Surprisingly, one of the tools the 

writers used to shed the emotional 

layers for Kate was putting her in 

a frilly dress. Lilly laughs and offers, 

“Yeah, it’s funny because they have 

been trying to get Kate in a dress 

for a really long time. | have perpetually 

fought the issue because my creative 

standpoint is that | am the ‘defender of “м” 

w 

this character. She is my responsibility 

and | have said, ‘I cannot make sense 

он” 
creatively of Kate choosing to wear 

a dress. Yet, the producers have wanted 

әс”, 
+ to put her in one in the flashbacks. 

ж” Finally they found а way that creatively 

it made complete sense to put Kate 
0 vo. 

in a dress and for the first time ever, 

| didn't have anything to say about it. 

You have now taken Kate and Sawyer and 

at is their 

| was like, ‘OK. That makes sense, 

and it would b e a clever way to try and put both of them into a situation th 

g in the break Kat | е down. | thought it was really worst nightmare. More than anythin 

world, they are afraid to be caged. They 

osh's 
hilarious when they found a creatively 

have spent their lives avoiding it. In J 

flashback, you see that Sawyer has been 

in prison. We don't know at this point if 

integral way to get Kate in a dress!” 

Yet the dress did exactly as hoped, 

not only for Kate, but for Lilly too. 

"| think it really threw m e fo га loop [Kate's] ever been in prison and broken 

for the first little whil е. | wa 
zy 

out, but she's devoted her life to avoiding 

much out of my element. Even walking 

onto set with all of the crew — who 

are'So used to me playing Kate in 

that very rough and tumble way 

— to walk onto set in a dress was 

unnerving. | actually had to go through 

a similar thing that Kate went through. 

| had to buck up and maintain my 

performance and the character 

regardless of what she was wearing. 

| also had to overcome it and not feel 

insecure and uncomfortable and do 

my job.” 

According to Lilly, she feels the 

writers also hit the right notes 

metaphorically with the cages. "When 

we started the season, I called up 
D C A 
amon and said, "How brilliant are you? 

being in prison and now she's caged.” 

Over the first six episodes of season 

three, the pair fight their circumstances, and 

then eventually come to terms with where 

they are and what they will do to protect one 

another. With that mutual understanding of 

what they mean to each other, the stage Was 

set for the moment many fans were waiting for 

_ Kate and Sawyer finally making love. Holloway 

admits he's been waiting for the moment for 

oing fan sentiments, he offers, "This 

e between Jack, Kate and Sawyer 
ages. Ech 

love triangl 

has been goin 

after a certain amount of time invested, it 

becomes necessary for the audience to see 

a resolütion.” For Lilly, she says 

t that finally felt earned. “By 

g on a while now. Naturally, 

some kind of 

it was a тотеп 

virtue of being caged together, in a way, 

they were forced to intimacy. That has an 

effect on a human being, to face your worst 

nightmare has an effect on you, which 1$ 

unsettling and u 

| feel that is a huge 

vulnerable enough to Cry out that she loves 

а man and actually 

nnerving and strips you bare. 

part of how Kate became 

offer him her kiss, instead 

GREAI 
FIGURE 
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of letting him kiss her. | think because she was 

stripped so bare, when Sawyer says, '| was 

trying to give you hope; the idea that in all of 

his hell he was trying to protect Kate broke 

her down. It opened her up to offer him this 

little nugget of love, which was her kiss. Even 

after she did it, she still was afraid to admit 

why she did it. He asks, 'What was that for?' 

and she says, 1 don't know, when clearly she 

knows. Obviously, the actual answer is, 1 love 

you, and | don't know how to say it because 

| am afraid to say it. He is so much like her, 

that when she says that, he hears, '| love you, 

and then kisses her back. | think the writers - 

did it so beautifully because it was real and 

grown up.” 

While plenty of fans expected the sex, the 

exchange of the word "love" between the two 

was more surprising than the actual deed. 

_ Lilly offers, "The reality of when you first say, 

Ч love you’ to somebody, in my experience, 

> it's never some grandiose thing. You've been 

зале tó say И for so long that by the time 

i > 5 out of your mouth, it’s the most 

obvious thing in the world.” But the actual 

25 eming f from Sawyer's mouth, in earnest, 

was stil а а huge, moment. Holloway concurs, 

-- 

"It.was tricky. "m all know, 1 love you’ is 
st notsomething a guy E Sawyer would 

о апус ond. B then адат, 

if E nora jo 

28811771) 
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“Oster all THAT TIME 

AND BEING CAGED Br Tut OTHERS 

Sater NEEDS TO TRELAK, HAVE SOME : 

COCKTAILS AND SOCIALIZE AT THE BEACH, 

- Jos Мой окат 
accident. What do you do next? You call 

your wife, husband, family, friends, whoever, 

just to let them know how much you care 

about them and that you're OK. That is 

Y human nature. In this specific case, Sawyer 

\ has survived a plane crash, been stranded 

on this mysterious island and experienced 

things that even in his wild law-breaking 

days, he'd never imagined experiencing. 

That type of ‘out of this world’ experience 

brings out a lot of different feelings in any 

human being. This [love] scene 1$ a prime 

example of that.” 

With months of shooting scenes almost 

exclusively with one another, Lilly and 

Holloway survived some of their most 

consistently emotional scenes side-by-side. 

“The pressure cooker is a good analogy 

because we have been in опе,” Lilly muses. 

“This show always mimics reality and 

reality always mimics this show. Josh and 

| have worked together a lot in the first two 

seasons, but not always. There may be 

а scene with Sawyer and Kate, and Jack 

will interrupt, or Kate will be defending 

Charlie from Sawyer, but we are usually 

interacting with the group as well. This 

was the first time where Josh and | walked 

in not knowing what the story or the 

dynamic would be. We were thrown into 

a situation where almost every single, scene 

is just Josh and |, The scenes that involved 

other people were new people. These are 

new actors we are working with for the first 

time, so [at first] they are ultimately perfect 

strangers. Josh and | were the only familiar 

faces we got to see on set. There is an 

element of Kate and Sawyer that got thrust 

together because they were all each other 

had. In the same way, Josh and | have 

' really had to trust one another and 

challenge one another because we are 

completely dependent on one another. 

| feel when we are doing scenes that that 

blends into the characters.” 

The first arc of the new season revealed 

more of Kate's troubled past in the episode, 

Г Do. It turns out Kate was in love and married 

before, but due to her past, she has to run 

away again from the life she wants to protect 

herself from. Lilly says it was an important 

facet of Kate to discover. "What | saw was 

that she had fallen in love [deeply] enough 

to marry a man, which for Kate is huge! 

The level and depth of her love for this guy 

must have gone really deep because she 

actually supplanted herself out of the situation 

and created a whole other version of herself 

to love him back. It was a huge sacrifice. 

What | thought it represented more than 

anything is the fact that she can really never 

love someone as simply herself — she has 

always had to replace or substitute who 

she really is for something else in order to 

find love.” 

That revelation into Kate's psyche set the 

stage for one of Lilly's favorite moments of 

the season so far. “| really think a defining 

moment is when she climbs back in the 

cage. It said so much about Kate. There was 

$0 much in that: sex, love, hatred, vulnerability 

and a complete closing off. There were so 

many things that didn't make sense and 

yet made perfect sense that opposed one 

EATING FISH BISCOTTS 

TINE 

SA 
SOO 

another, that | think it was an amazing 

representation of who she is and how torn she 

is inside. She can never seem to settle down with 

one of them [Sawyer or Jack]. Her actions often 

shock us because you can never know what to 

expect of her, or what side of her will rear its 

head, or what combination of those sides will 

create a really unpredictable action on her part.’ 

But where does that leave Kate and Sawyer? 

Holloway laughs, “Are you kidding me? After all 

that time eating fish biscuits and being caged.by 

the Others? | think he needs to relax, have some 

cocktails and socialize at the beach. But let's 

not forget we're on Lost. And we have some of 

the most adventurous, brilliant writers. Who knows 

what joy ride they'll take us on next?" 
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New season, new faces. With Locke’s style of leadership differing wildly from 

Jack’s, the rest of the beach camp, including Nikki And Paulo have been 

welcomed along for the island adventures; talks exclusively 
about her time so far in season three-aS the sexy and feisty Nikki... 



What brought you to the island of Lost? 

| became involved when Damon Lindelof and 

Carlton Cuse were seeing a small, select group 

of people that they wanted to bring in for this role. 

| was иску enough to be one of those people. 

| auditioned fortwo of the other producers first and 

then | came back and auditioned for all of them. 

Were you familiar with the series before 

being cast? 

Actually, | was a fan of the show from the 

beginning, but | was on another show opposite 

its time, so | didn't watch Lost much as | was 

trying to be loyal to my show. | had to go back 

and watch all of season two after | got hired, 

and | watched season one again just so it would 

be fresh in my mind. 

Once you were brought onboard, did they 

map out Nikki’s character and where she 

was heading? 

As you know, they are very secretive and so | had 

a conversation in the room with them during the 

second audition. They were telling me who this 

character was and what she was all going to be 

about. Then, when | showed up for my first day 

of work, the character didn't seem to completely 

reflect the character that they had described in the 

room. Now they’ve started to write more towards 

where they need to go, story wise. They changed 

it for me so I’ve been trying to find a character for 

this person. 

Did you and Rodrigo both discuss your 

characters histories? 

We started to, and as things evolved, Rodrigo is 

leaving himself open and doesn't want to make 

choices and be open to the immediate moment. 

For me, | have to create something. It helps 

' immensely and it's how I’ve always worked. 

What have you decided about portraying 

Nikki for now? 

For me, my back-story is that Paulo and 

| have a very passionate and unhealthy 

relationship with each other, and are probably 

not meant to be together in the long run. 

But crashing on an island does its own things 

to a relationship, so the natural progress 

or evolution is cut short. There is sense of, 

“We need to survive on an island together.” 

Had we not got into the crash, it is 

a relationship that would have ended. 

Were you pleased Nikki figured out the 

Pearl’s communication systems? 

Yes. One of the things with her is she’s very 

much the girl everybody underestimates 

because of the way she looks. Those looks 

are deceiving. She’s more than short shorts 

and a tank top. 

What are you aching to find out about 

Nikki once her flashback occurs? 

Everything! I'm looking forward to figuring 

out who she is as much as the audience is. 

“sot е dont tell you anything when you do call 

муй | them for information. It is nice to 

о somebody. өзе, Rodrigo, and know 

û through the same thing you are, 

‚and share information.” 

I'm really interested in what she was doing before 

the plane crashed. 

As one of the new kids on the block, which 

island mystery are you most curious about? 

What the island is — where is it, and why does no 

one ever seem to get off it? I’m definitely curious 

about the Others, especially after the first episode 

where you see them in some sort of suburban 

compound. It almost looks like a gated community. 

And also how they have cheeseburgers and 

French fries. 

The Lost cast raves about Hawaii. Have you 

had the chance to do anything special during 

your down time? 

l'm going to learn how to surf. | got a surfboard 

and lessons for my birthday so l'm really 

interested in that. | have to overcome my fear 

of sharks and every time | go to take a lesson, 

| meet somebody who has ripped their face 

open, or saw a shark. Then | prolong it and say, 

"Next week!" 
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What has surprised you most about 

the show? 

Do you serve any other capacity on the show Are there characters that you gravitate 

other than writing? to more or would like to write? 

| А. - With the first агс of the season aired, what do 

т» you think worked and didn't work? 

> 

d à | 6 | Your first episode was The Glass Ballerina 

| жй de * Td 
focusing on Sun and Jin. You co-wrote it 

" EE. gh DM C o T >. > with former Alias writer Drew Goddard. 

3%. 2 is a spectacular ас е How was it collaborating again? 

¿How did you break up the episode? 

Я 
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(Осман. Emerson [bin Ts 
( A SPECTACOLAR ACTOR AND NOW 

THAT HE ISN т IMPRISONED AND 
TS EMPOWERED HE HAS BECOME 
EVEN MORE DYNAMIC. (ЕЛ BEEN 
ABLE TO SEE ANOTHER SIDE OF 
"3M, WICH HAS MADE HIM RICHER. 

24 im o 

What were your favorite Scenes from 

ty 

~ 

that episode? | ж Y > Your next episode is Not т Portland, 

> f 5 Oy Sun алс in stuff = co-written with Carlton, and it reveals 

4 = the dinner ta Juliet’s surprising past... 
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The hiatus is over... Lost is back... which means Desmond is 

back. In his own words, HENRY IAN CUSICK, the man who plays 

Lost's troubled Scot, reveals that the truth behind Desmond's 

strange precognitive talents will be revealed very soon... 

Words: Bryan Cairns 

ET. 21 55 
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BY THe FIRE 
Talk us through getting signed on as a Lost 

series regular for season three... 

When Damon Lindelof and Carlton Cuse called 

me, | was staying at Brian Cox's after | had 

shot my episodes, | remember having 

a conversation with Carlton saying, “How 

would you feel about coming back?” | said, 

“I would love it!” That was it really. As far as 

Storylines go, | don't know if any actors have 

any input, but | certainly don't. What they've 

written for me is far better than anything 

| could have suggested. | just get the script 

and that's it. 

All of the castaways seem to have had 

a tough time in their real lives... 

| think Desmond probably had it harder than 

most, and not of his own doing. Ending up 

there, being stuck [in the hatch] for three years, 

and not being able to get ой - Desmond's 

been dealt a really bum hand. 

- -— в е... 

Desmond has been spending a fair amount te m ET. eni -2 Ё ^ of time with Locke. Why have those two | = Е 

First of all, | really enjoy working with Terry | 
т O Quinn. He's a great actor and just a nice 

guy to hang out with. We have a good 

chemistry on screen and | enjoy his company. ; 4. 
Besides that, the characters are coming from Е 

ІШПЕ TO KILI 
HENRY IAN CUSICK has 

also guest-starred on 24, 

and had а suitably frantic 

experience... 

“I liked it but it was very rushed - | found 

out very late about the job. All of a sudden, 

| was on a plane! | was doing it, but wasnt 

really ‘present’ — | was in a different time 

zone, a little bit tired, and it went so fast. 

Then, | was back home in England, and 

then had to fly back for another day.” 
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HENRY IAN CUSICK reflects on Live Together, Die Alone’s 
chaotic sailboat sequence... 

“That was all shot on dock. | wasnt at sea 

so basically somebody tied a rope to the top 

of the mast and was pulling the boat. Water 

was dumped on me from two cranes SO it 

was very controlled, very safe, and it looks 

a lot more traumatic when you are doing it. 

It was just late at night, wet, and a little bit 

cold. | really enjoy doing that sort of stuff 

and there's a bit of it in my forthcoming 

flashback episode 

Bs THING “DESMOND PROBABLT 

мар XT HARDEN теа» MOST... 

BEING ТУС La төс WATCH 

com THREE TEATS... 5 

BELEN DEALT Я 

some sort of spiritual place. They are both 

characters of faith. John Locke lost his faith 

along the way but he got it back and Desmond 

pushes the button without question. They are 

both coming from a place of faith unlike Jack, 

who needs everything explained to him, and is 

a complete opposite. 

Will we see more interaction between 

Desmond and Jack? 

| don't think so. Jack is on the other side 

of the island. Desmond is now hanging out 

with Charlie and Claire. 

Desmond's scenes are usually pretty 

serious. Did you enjoy the more light- 

hearted moment between Hurley and 

a naked Desmond? 

There hasn't been a moment of Desmond's 

character Гуе been unhappy with. At the 

moment, I’m really enjoying the storyline I've 

been given and any lightness, that is great. 

Right now, there is a huge amount of 

buzz surrounding Desmond's imminent 

flashback episode... 

Really? | get excited about other episodes like 

the / Do episode. | read that and couldn't put it 

down. | loved that one! 

MEALLT BOM ха». 

You have a background in theatre, 

and American television is a whole 

other process. How was that transition? 

When | did my first episode, it was one 

of those jobs where all of a sudden it 

worked - | just seemed to fit. | felt it quite 

early on, | thought, “I like this. I'm getting 

along with the people I'm working with.” 

Maybe in England | found it difficult to 

find a fit for me. | like the shoe that I'm 

wearing now. 

Чلو  

guycoco-, te 

4». 

Г STORN 

“DESMOND S 

Be 

The Emmys gave you a nomination last year. 

How did that feel? 

When | found out about it, | didn't tell anyone. | was doing 

a film for no money in England... | was filming a late night 

shoot... | was soaking wet, and freezing cold. | just 

thought, “Hey, I've just been nominated for an Emmy!” but 

| didn't tell anyone except my wife. | wasn't in the States 

so it seemed a little surreal. 

Are you being recognized more for your role 

as Desmond now? 

No, | don't think so, not back in the UK, no. That's fine. 

| don't mind. | get recognized in the streets of Hawaii 

sometimes — people go, “Hey Desmond!” and that's it. 

Which island mysteries have piqued your curiosity 

for this season? 

| want to know about the four-toed statue! | want to know 

if we get Jack out. Does Desmond ever meet Penny again 

because there has to be some kind of resolution there. 

There are so many questions that remain unanswered 

that the cast, as well as the audience, wants to find out P 
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— From heroin addict to 
# Lost Charlie Pace continues to 

„wit and intriguing darkness. DOMI 

*. Where the former Drive Shaft bass player is at rig 

| 41 уйа} direction he'd like Charlie to go in... Words: Bryan Cairns 

29 „Ам 
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CHARLIE 13 FRIGHTENED Br Deon. 2. 789 
ME 1$ MYSTERIOUS, WEIRD, AND SEEMS TO 7009 
WAVE THE ABILITY TO, FORESEE THE POTOME oe 

It has been raining all night [laughs]! 

It started around 6pm last night and it is 

now 10:30am... and | don't mean a little 

drizzle... it is absolutely pouring! 

Yesterday, we were doing stuff in the jungle and 

it was a nightmare, but hopefully it isn't so bad 

now. They might be indoors today [laughs]! 

For me personally, | like it when Charlie gets 

into darker situations. He's an interesting guy, 

especially when he gets a little messed up. 

When he goes over to the dark side, that is 

the part of Charlie | enjoy exploring. There are 

elements of him that are good — obviously, 

he wants to take care of Claire and the baby. 

Ultimately, he wants to be good but the most 

fascinating characters are the ones that fall from 

grace and Charlie has a fantastic ability 

to do that. 

м 7ч 
ла VOU! 

It continues to prove how insecure he is and" 

how messed up he is. Charlie doesnt really 

have a clue how to be the guy he wants to be. 

He is still kind of lost. He is on that journey the 

same as everyone else. For me, the island is 

a huge mirror for Charlie. He's being forced to 

look at his own reflection — sometimes he 

doesnt like it and sometimes he does. 

flashbacks or the present day island 

ore fulfilling? 

| like the flashback stuff more than anything else 

because you get to see the origins of the 

character. I'm obsessed by superheroes. I've 

always read comic books, and to me, the origins 

are the most fantastic. [elements] like how Peter 

Parker became Spider-Man or how Bruce Wayne 

became Batman. So finding out how Charlie 

became the guy on the island we have come to 

know is always the best. 

reader, which superhero 

| jump at playing? 

I've always felt a bit Spider-Man-esque. I'm very 

bendy, quick, and spry. l've always connected to 

the Spider-Man story, this idea that in every man 

there is a hero. Spider-Man would be a great 

thing for me to be involved with. | like the 

character and enjoy watching it. It is a really 

cool franchise and I'm always there front and 

center whenever a new one comes out. 

“оо mm дадал № а “hari ae < 
the season two finale, Charlie was at 

und zero when the hatch exploded. 

th how that played out? 
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That is kind of a question for the writers. 
x. 

For me, | did the job | was asked to do. VES. E 

| had some really good stuff for my character. % 26 | 

j j T & 

| loved realizing the fuse was going to be lit > Coy 

and running away from the explosion as fast к " % 

as | could and he’s a little deaf the next time
 жей 5 | 

you see him. He also managed to squeeze i 

a kiss out of Claire so it was fun. A қ 

You two һауе been getting smoochy lately. 70 Ber 

Are Charlie and Claire a couple again? A 4, 

It's a bit more complicated than that. | dont TN : 

know if either one of them wants to jump T 4 

into а couply thing. They аге reforging their plo ? 

relationship which was at one point very 

strong. Charlie feels very connected to the 

baby and has a lot of affect
ion for Aaron. 

Who knows what will happen with Charlie 

and Claire in that respect. They both have 

their own stories to play out. 

Both have their own personal issues. 

In your opinion, are Charlie and Claire 

a good match? 

Charlie likes the idea of Claire. | think he 

needs to figure out his own Crap before 

jumping into someone else's. But Claire 

represents responsibility, and the baby
 



‘certainly represents іппосепсе that he сап Save 

because he cant save his-own innocence anymore. * 

"1 dont Know if Charlie is a responsible enough 

^ character іо Бе in someone's life the way he's 

supposed to be. 

Charlie and Eko bonded on a spiritual level. 

How will Charlie handle his friend’s demise? 

Charlie will be very shocked by the death. It is 

a character he was spending a lot of time with. 

It is really going to freak him out. Charlie assumes 

that Eko is untouchable, that he is a tough guy, 

that he's been through а lot so he'll be okay. 

| don't believe anyone is safe on the island. 

Recently, Charlie felt animosity towards Locke. 

What is the current state of their relationship? 

They have a peculiar alliance going on. Locke has 

asked Charlie to do him these. favors. In Further 

Instructions, he asked Charlie to help him out, go 

into the jungle, and find Eko. Locke still has a lot of 

affection for Charlie. | was talking to Terry O'Quinn 

and,as far as he was thinking from Locke's concern, 

Charlie is one ofthe peoplg on the island who has 

redlly stepped up. He кер Ethan and not.many 

peoplé have killed an Other. Charlie did something 

which a lot of people мой expect. Locke probably 

thinks, ^Well, Charlie has proven when the chips are 

down, he will do something.’ But they have a very 

uneasy alliance. Charlie would like Locke to be more . 

of a father figure than he actually is, but their journey 

has not yet been fully realized. There is a whole 

bunch of stuff that will happen with Charlie and 

Locke that will either bring them together or separate 

them.completely. 

There seems to be something strange about 

Desmond. What is Charlie’s take on him? 

Charlie is frightened by Desmond. Any new guy that 

comes onto the island, he initially thinks he has to 

protect Claire from him. Claire has her own story that 

doesn't involve Charlie, where she is going and І 

getting to know Desmond as well. Charlie feels very 

threatened by him, and doesn't want Desmond to 

know Claire ór be connected with her baby. Although 

Charlie has án uneaSy feeling about Desmond, | think 

A lot of the characters do. He is mysterious, weird, 

айа seems to have пе. а у to foresee the future. 
nd 

What are you lookipg forward to in Charlie's next 

flashback? 

| like to find out what makes Charlie tick, why he has 

all these issues, and why he's so insecure. You would 

assume the guy had a relatively OK background. 

It doesn't seem like there's been anything enormous 

in his early life that has made him this person büt - 

- we don't know yet. 
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© Has anything.got your blood pumping for the 

conto ng to the show ай 09 in үе first block of 

‚ TraT WALL 

unsure of things, and more twitchy and 

delicate than! ат. He has a lot more 

skeletons and demons, too. | enjoy playing 

that because | come up with a lot of ticks 

that | put into Charlie: Нез a fun guy. | have 

episodes; ¿Charlie has been on the other side of £ a lot of affection for him; and | hope things 

tHersiand With Claire. When we come to the next 2: 

section, it looks like the story is going to gravitate 

back to that side of the island. 

pack half of season three? 

“Бог те, just working. | like working and 

work out for him. 

Do you have any stand-out moments? 

Scenes | do with Terry O'Quinn feel like my 

favorites. Terry and | are pretty good friends, 

| like working with him and we like spending 

time with each other. Of recent episodes, 

It must feel odd not having the entire cast 

together anymore... i 

Yeah, because in season one we worked 

together a lot, but it's just the evolution of the 

show. The writers have a hugely complicated 

task in trying to build a web of stories that 

there's a scene where | talk about polar 

bears being the Einsteins of the bear 

community. | always liked that line. | thought 

connect all of us. You just have to get your it was very Charlie-esque and fun. Looking 

point across that you want to work as much for Eko while being pursued by а polar bear 

as you can and give them the opportunity to 

do their job. 

is my favorite stuff. 

You guys also know how to have fun 

By now, how much have the writers infused _ care to share any off-camera antics? 

your personality and quirks into Charlie? 

Some stuff. Charlie was originally less funny. 

Spending time with J.J. Abrams and Damon 

Lindelof [on the pilot], they started to write 

Charlie a few more quirky, funny lines because 

| tend to be like that. But he is quite differentthan 

me. | constantly say that but people don't believe 

me because he obviously looks and talks like me 

There is a lot of farting going on on set. 

There is a lot of hard breaking wind just 

before someone is about to do a scene. 

Nobody is safe. If there is the ability to break 

wind close to someone and offend them, 

then that opportunity is taken. | got Jorge 

[Garcia] a couple of days ago in the middle 

of a scene. Working on a set is very tense. 

[laughs]. But he's much more insecure than | am, Everyone is working very hard, are in 
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STRUNG OUT > 
DOMINIC MONAGHAN 

looks back at 

kyr 

the time he was left for dead by the ! “ 

nefarious Ethan Rom in season опе... 5 

“| went to my happy place. It looked like | was hung 

by my neck but | was actually hung around my 

Obviously, for Matthew and «> 

waist by these горез. 

ers, | had to be seen to be а$ 

Evangeline's charact 

dead as possible. ! just hung there and they offered 

to bring me down between 

and take it easy. You have 

it would be 

takes but | said “Мо, Il | к 

а Dm 

just try to rest 
to try an 

go into that zone of imagining what 

like to be in that state of near- -death or semi- 

ess. | think it really helped the scene. 

consciousn 
=, = t 

fortable, 2 

И was stressful to film because 
its not com 

but it all facilitates what
 you are trying to do — put 

ood performance. | got a lot out of it and 
пад 

putting myself in 
really enjoyed the process of 

that headspace and how it ended up looking.” 

a stressful job, and you have to break that : : 

sometimes. Certainly for me as an actor, the best > 

way | do my job is when | ат comfortable, and pe - 

| only feel that way when the film set makes me’feel : A ! 

comfortable. | will always come on set, smile at e $ 

people, crack a few jokes, and make people laugh. 

Coming into Lost, did you ever imagine 

this series would be so physically or 

emotionally demanding? 

In any given role, you try and put in as much of 

yourself in there. | try — it doesnt always happen 

— but I try*and put in 100 per cent. When you are d 

feeling it like that, it is sort of a 'no acting required' | 

place to be. You just have to relax into it and the 

rest is a natural process. That is my job, something 

| have a lot of respect for - it pays my wages, a 

те the едй | live-in, and for that, you cant give xr 





Dear Dirt 

«oo SEE TWESt 

тұт SOMETHING 
"Отеле THE TAIN, 

ZNAILS ANY т о 

DST OF A сала төт. оо... 

ВЕ a mueca төөт L со то. ALTHOUGH THE SON DOESN T 

SET ON IT, WHEN THE SON DOES SET, THE ENTIRE SET LIGHTS OP 

BIS епох AND PINES. EVERYTHING LOOKS LIFE XT $ ON FIRE. 

Tr’s THE MOST AMAZING TIME. \DEING THAT Мү SON AND gu i 

TYE PALEST PEOPLE IN THE WORLD, WE TEND TO GO WHEN THE SON 

TS GOING DOWN RATHER THAN 

OP. L LOVE WATCHING WIM 

PLAY AT THAT TIME, WATCHING 

WIS FEARLESSNESS WITH THE 

WAVES AND OITU THE SAND. 

THERE ARE RAINBOWS LVERTDAT. 

Its а BEAOTIFLL PLACE. 

Even THE SNAILS HERE LOOF 

LIFE союсн SHELLS. Arten 

THE RAIN, TOO SEE THESE 

SNAILS AND IT LOOKS LIFE 

SOMETHING OUT оғ A FAIRYTALE 

Book. 1 мч ARE ENORMOUS, 

THE SIZE OF TOOT HAND, 

BEAOTIFOL INTRICATE SHELLS. 

An» THES TOO LOOF NP 

AND THERE ARE MANGOES 

AND PAPATAS AND COCONLTS. 
ч 

/ 

Ir DOESN T SEEM QUITE TEAL. 

(Socia. тчөкес to Eirzawern (ЭӘстсянц., 

LNO wes SPEAKING WITH Төте DilvLLo) 



Long before Jin, Sun and Sayid set sail on Desmond's boat, the castaways first attempted to take to the ocean ona self-made raft. The season one 
cliffhanger, Exodus (parts one & two), featured alot of shooting out on the’ 
open ocean, and т Salvaged this issue, we take you behind the cameras, 

^, complete with a commentary by the sequent 8 director, STEPHEN WILLIAMS 

SAWYER, JIN, MICHAEL & WALT ON THE WATER 

“That happened in the finale of season one and | [filmed] all 
the water work, all the raft stuff, and the abduction of Walt by 
the Others in their tugboat. It is really challenging to shoot 
on the water for the following reasons: the actors are on one e 
craft, namely the raft. Our production designer did an amazing 
job of building it and it was a floating, working craft so the 
actors actually sailed it we literally towed them off to sea and 
set them adrift — none of these craft were tethered together. 
We then followed them with camera boats, and for-the night 
work, there was also a lighting boat. They were all moving in 

Е 

| 4 

о” ^ А 4 
гы 

а Нее fashion to their own rhythm and none of them were 
in sync with each other. On land, things do move too, actors * 

2 and dollies [camera tracks] move but with a common ground: | 
у 1 

Неге, that wasn't the case. Just simple things become difficult, А 
- getting hair апа make-up from one craft to another, or if 
somebody needs to use the bathroom or even reloading the 
camera. You are wet, cold, and people are getting seasick. 
Some of the actors like Harold Perrineau are not particularly 
comfortable in the water. It was really challenging but 

satisfying to do.” 

Ф 

\, 



No, it's not a scene from Jaws, although Shortly after this event in Lost's timeline, Sawyer did go face to face with a shark... 
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Not endin % 1 
9 UP in the fi to the Inal Shot, but hi | Shoot, were the Supporting jet У an | IS... ICHAEL & CO MEET THE TAILIES... | 

can't begin to tell you how gratifying it is to 

ork on a show that is informed by the writing 

] aff led by Damon Lindelof and Carlton Cuse. 

hese guys really are geniuses at the way 

they construct stories, and the way they put 

characters in collision with each other 

particularly ones you have been given insight 

"into by way of their flashbacks. This way, we B tr 

"knew things about them that the Tailies didn't. 

Then, you put them in collision and their 

worldviews and sense of themselves became ... 

challenged. It is all very carefully calibrated and | = 

executed by the writers. The genesis of | 

the Tailies meeting our original castaways 

| was really exciting.” 

EI » 3 
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L to В: Matthew Fox (Jack) with a trio of Lost Executive Producers Bryan Burk, Carlton Cuse 

and Jack Bender 

: are taken
 off о 4 

characters. You don't 



COUPLE 
АТ Чат = DT 

OF THINGS 
Paulo and Nikki may be unknown to viewers and 

their fellow islanders, yet Executive Producer 

BRYAN BURK promises that will gradually change... 

“They will receive their own flashback. Again, we are 

trying to do it as organically as possible. That is why 

their appearance has always been very subtle, small, 

and slowly moving forward. You доп“ want an episode 

where it is like, ‘Oh, hey guys! Where the hell did you 

guys come from?’ The idea is to slowly integrate them 

in. It is the same thing we did with Arzt in the first 

season. You hadn't seen him for 20 episodes and all 

of a sudden he's there, makes a comment or two, 

and sooner or later he’s more relevant.” 





Our Quarantine & Analysis 

zone as you knew it, is no more. 

Due to the impossible task of 

broadcasting from the Swan 

— which is now more like ап 

oversized crumpled tin can 

- our О&А team have convinced 

Co-Creator/Executive Producer 

DAMON LINDELOF to relocate 

to the Pearl station. Eight fan 

questions await him... 

Ep 774 
ЕМ ty 4 

1. What the biggest 

friends/farhily about the RER NA уой fett 

the characters in at the end of / Do? 

4 Margaret Moore 

As this is a (ату magazine, | refuse to ЕЕ stream M 

of expletives mat, ‘issued! from ту mother in print. 
T 

p^ : 

ДЕ ыза wi means“ ir har me; | 
$) 

of the other бұрма һе Lost team on 2 

one of heh бє Ж DEREN IE 

special guests yr” , Ж 

Peter Farnham : 

Although you re Clearly trying to politely say Carlton 

and | just arent ENOUGH for you. | think this is 

‚ Peter. Although we can't pull the actors 

of wonderful writers who might be 

a grand idea 

in, theres a nos! 

popping up for the second half of our podcasts. 

3. Poor Eko! I'm devastated. Will there be any trace 

of Eko in the rest of season three? 

julia Bellamy 

I'm sorry, Julia, but Eko is gone, gone, gone, Were 

equally devastated, but the island demands what 

the island demands. 

4. it'll be hear Valentine’ s Day when мі. 5 

- which charactere do you think rs ret 

burnings ‚ое 196 each оре А 

Armelie оор 6 à һу” 

First off, 1 have" a secret burning and it’s got nothing to 

do with юче: Fortunately, I've got some secret ointment 

for it. Setondly. Jd keep my eyes on Jack and Julie! 

` 9 тх? 
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Samantha, ! don't know what: a 

Ars the more varia AE 

I зо, please please please hint about them! | 

Yes, John, there sure are. And you've already SEEN 

part of one behind our pal with the eyepatch. If ! had 

to guess, I'd say some of our castaways might be 

stumbling on him in the near future. 

7. It's all about Juliet for me. Are you guys gonna 

dish the dirt on her soon?-What's she been up to? 

Miles Brown | 

Your dishes will be dirtied, Miles. You're gonna find out 

lots and lots about Juliet in уе first three minutes of 
елф ki? 

the season premiere. 7 | Жа 3 
Пур 

f - t 
қ | SE -2 

8. Penny! Where's Desmond's One true love 9 

Are we gonna gó to the outside world again. < 

when Lost returns? | ETS 
Ben Jameson | | 

You will be seeing Penny agaln soon. As for this 

‘outside world” that you speak of, | have no idea | 

what you're talking about. = LAE. 
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EVERTBODT DOES IT, 
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яң МЕ TAFED Оо? SORFINDG . 

SORPING IS A BIG THING 

SO TOO MICHT AS WELL TRY 

МГ, Ue «О Сит ътт 

SWIMMING а LOT тоо, 

ENTOTING THE BEACH, 

HERE 

‘Go FONI AT. э L'w 

(14 SOMETHING HERE ТО Do. 

AND DRIVING AROUND, 

ty 

PLATING SOCCER AS WELL, 

Tan Coszcr, 

OHO WAS SPEAKING WITH ORYAN Carns) 

CSPECSIAL THanks то Henry 



In the previous issue of 

Lost Magazine - the special 

‘Cursed #8’ edition — we 

brought you part one of 

Mr. Eko’s monstrous ordeal. 

ow. in this Season Return 

al, we conclude the 

to gle, as the artwork 

22 reveal how Eko's peril was _ 

227 originally conceived on paper 

— 4 before the са eras rolled... 

Compiled by ‘Paul Terry 
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This where we Іей things in the previous 
issue, as Eko got dragged along the ground 
by the mysterious smoke ‘monster’. 

„which slowly 
. 

envelops the goliath 

figure of Eko... 

...effortlessly lifting him towards the treetops 
as though he was weightless. 

"81117188 
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EY dh P 

as we see his huge form collide once more with yet another tree. 

A series of quick cuts begins: Eko's hands struggle to find a grip 
on the tree... 

-— 

The smoke 'monster' flings the Tailie up into the air again... 

4 z o 
” A n 

р 

...then his face is slammed against the trunk with brute force; 

...аз the camera tracks his flight path before he. strikes bark 

Eko cries out as he falls from a great height towards the forest floor... 

BERN, Г. > 
f Ж AU e ч 

(4 

Bi hag 



= 

A cut shot of Eko's face indicates the pain this attack is causing... 

5 | „as his body is wrapped around a tree again. 
% 

— ` Әде | Falling to the ground face-first, Eko fights to ignore the pain barrier... 

...but before he has a chance to catch his breath, his is dragged 
kicking and screaming across the ground for another round of torture... 

------- m 

up of Eko's face to explicitly 
e crash-cut to a close- 

| 

ү. 
from the smoke monster... 

show the beating he is taking 



...we crane underneath this black apparition to see how collosal 
it really is. 

„to Eko's eye, and just as we witness one of Lost's most! и 
frequently used shots... | 

, ж 

As we zoom along the seemingly endelss tunnel of da 
«4 = 

є 
> м 

80 11177 



. and just ав we are about to become engulfed ourselves by =" 

the smoke ‘monster... 

Swirling like a tornado, the smoke ‘monster’ writhes around in the air 
leaving Eko to fall. With nothin | g to break his fall, Mr. 
down, down, down, at great speed... BÉ 

. eventually striking the ground with tremendous force. Battered, 

| 

bloody апа beaten, Eko clings onto life, wondering — as the ; 

audience does — just what the island's smoke ‘monster’ really 15. 

2 
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TRE OTHERS 

It takes a lot more than gorgeous vistas and crystal 

blue Hawaiian waters to capture the complexity of 

the look of Lost. That job goes
 to Lost Production 

Designer, ‚who oversees, the design 

мы and style in collaboration 

һе Lost world. 

м 111117 
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| grew up in М " 

a lot of outdoor Aat in nature and with 

wildlife. | always had a talent for drawing, painting 

and sculpture. While studying Architecture | found 

work as sculptor on a local film during the holidays. 

| decided then and there that the film industry was 

for me. 

In the early 1990s, international features 

started coming to South Africa for the locations 

and needed local drafting and set designers. | had 

a background in architecture, and soon worked 

my way up to the position of assistant art director. 

| became well known as one of the top art directors 

in Africa and worked on large features in difficult 

locations like Mozambique, Namibia, Zimbabwe, 

Zambia, Morocco, and Ukraine. 

On one of those features | met my wife 

Kristina. who's a British film editor, and | went to 

live in London. Being African, the British weather 

really didn't work too well for me, and so we 

struck a compromise to move to a sunnier place 

where we both can work on film: California — the 

obvious choice! 

| was really excited when my name cropped 

up on a list of potential production designers for 

Lost in December 2005. | flew out to Hawaii to 

meet the producers and crew. | immediately felt 

at home in Hawaii since it reminded me of Cape 

Town, South Africa: the same climate, beach, Ar 

bowl and mou hoping, « and теу Стогов, 

NIT 
‚ w ы DEPAR I niiz 

ZACK GROBLER discusses the other areas of Team Lost that are essential to his side of 

operations, the production design... 

“The Locations Department is vital to the production designer. We initialize the first 

ideas regarding the locations for Lost. Together with the director, we go out to scout 

for possible locations, and work out the changes which each will need in order to 

convert them into sets for each episode. It might involve adding walls, painting rooms 

and adding furniture etc. Often we empty out an entire house and redecorate it 

completely, and store the owner's furniture. We even take photos of these locations 

before we begin, so that we can put everything back exactly the way we found it! 
"The Transportation Department assists by providing all vehicles seen in the show. 

The model, year and colors are confirmed with the designer and director. 

"Special Effects discuss explosions, water effects, and any mechanical moving 
props with the designer and director and how it will affect the sets. Sets that explode 

are usually built without metal nails or bolts that could become а projectile. 

“Visual Effects use computer graphics to add to the sets and 

collaborate with the designer using set pieces to enhance the 

computer graphics. 

"Wardrobe and Make Up also coordinate 

their colors and styles with the 
designer to match the sets.” 

" 

_ My experience from Africa was 

What are the artistic challenges of putting 

Lost together visually? 

Lost is a great opportunity to design unusual 

sets. Every week we have to come up with 

several new designs and ways to achieve it. 

Designing for is Lost unique in that there are 

two camera crews shooting different episodes 

alternating weeks... 

Whilst one unit is shooting, we prepare sets and 

open them to make sure all is well, and at the 

same time we work with the other unit who's 

scouting locations and having meetings about 

what's coming up. It is exhilarating to work to 

such a tight schedule: problem solving and 

multi-tasking every day. One could say that 

it's movie making in turbo mode! We have ап 

amazing team working here on the show: 

everyone contributes creatively, working long 

hours, and many weekends too. 

What were some of your favorite episodes? 

My first episode was Maternity Leave, мпеге 

| designed the medical hatch with the creepy 

nursery. Another hatch | loved designing 

was the Pearl, with the video monitors 

and cool chairs. 

| really enjoyed Three Minutes too. 

especially useful in the organic design 

3 of the 'yurts — the Others’ camp 

nat we saw in this episode. It was 

icult lo to build at on rock at 

ХАА 

RX 

юух т STOJ 

but only one art department. 

the edge of the sea in heavy wind. And then of course 

the blast door map in Lockdown. First | started with rough 

sketches of what the map could look like, and in 

collaboration with the director, producers and writers 

| drew several versions of the map before everyone 

consolidated on what it should be. The writers contributed 

the Latin and Dharma notes, and | asked Kristina, who 

has a degree in Physics, to help with the math that 

indicates anomalies in magnetism. She did great! The 

layers were drawn separately, and then scanned so that 

| could color them in Photoshop to create the layered look. 

The revelation of the Others’ community and their 

alternate island is something that has been such 

a compelling aspect to season three. What's 

been the most fun about that storyline from 

a design perspective? 

Revealing and conceptualizing the Dharma world is 

what the design team lives for! It was really exciting to 

design the world of the Others. We came up with ideas 

for where they live, and what it used to be like when the 

Dharma initiative was still active. The Art Department is 

so passionate about the concepts of the Dharma world, 

-AURRIK 
— mar 



that we often get carried away with the 

strange world we're creating! 

We also found a great location for 

a deserted zoological laboratory in the jungle. 

| flew back to LA to meet with the producers - 

and director, who immediately loved the 

locations we presented to them. 

The flashbacks allow you to break out of E | 
4 
"T 

the island setting. Are they a fun, creative i 

design alternative for you and your team? Ч 3 

The flashbacks are exciting, since we travel to 

different countries every episode. We strive to 

show different worlds outside the boundaries of 

the island. Every detail is researched: Culture, | 
signs, font types, even involving translators to = 

help with various languages, Korean, Nigerian, | 

Arabic, etc. ER 

| -ай — EU S 
What is the most " ты 

satisfying aspect Pr. ә i= ЈА 3 A^. Sad 
^ | = Ex к 

Of your ra % Sy Ems ld ба 

Тһе main function of — 

the art department isi 
to create a realistic - ̂  | 

milieu for the show, E. | 

We fill in the details | | 

between the lines of 

Production Designer ZACK GROBLER explains 

5 how the Hydra's surgical room and exterior 

cages were realized... 

"The Dharma zoological lab was a deserted zoo 

\ location in Honolulu, which suited the concept 

| perfectly. We built metal cages and designed the 

gadgets inside that Sawyer had to figure out. 

The same industrial style was then carried on 

TON into the Hydra operating theater, which | imagined 

T p | xd гш ON А as а large-scale veterinarian facility, with сгапеѕ 

NS DECEMB (3814 v ENT jio FLE T т Ф to lift heavy animals such as bears. Тһе idea 

t. WROYDOCETS experimented on animals, but that now the facility 

behind it was to show that the Dharma Initiative 

is used for human operations.” 

ж 

TO ӘЗасаті To MEET TW 

| CTELO. “TL аммерзатыт FELT AT 
ND 

Die ay Уре» SINCE io TO 

"loose, Soot Aprica THE SAME 
or (мү HOMETOWN Cart 

! те BOWL AND MOUNTAINS BEVIND, AND MANT 

CLIMATE, BEACH, C+ 
a te 
1 
К DIFFERENT COLTORES. 

script and set the mood for the actors and the aquarium with floodgates and sealable doors, In another wet set we built in a pool, which was the 

4 audience to fully enjoy each episode! without revealing too much to the audience corridor and Juliet's room filled with water. Visual 

initially, whilst solving all the logistical Effects created a current with hoses to simulate water 

Finally, the Hydra - that’s an interesting problems creatively. | came up with an idea rushing through. All these sets had to be completed in 

set because it also had to be functional to split the set into three different parts: a dry less than two weeks and ready to shoot on schedule 

| with large amounts of water released set to shoot the set in its entirety before it 1$ It worked out perfectly. The sets were seamless, and 

| into it... flooded, consisting of Jack and Juliet's rooms no one ever thought there was more than one! 

5) The Hydra underwater set was particularly and the corridor. Then a wet set built outside 

“7 challenging — getting water on the set was in the parking lot, which was just the door Don’t miss the next issue, on sale April 10, for 

г а logistical problem. The exciting part of this We used a front-end loader for dumping more amazing production design artwork and 

N design was in creating an industrial looking water into the door as it opens photography courtesy of Zack Grobler 
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Lost’s delicate, troubled 

homemaker is slowly 

revealing herself to be far 

more complicated than we 

first imagined. Sun may 

have kept her ability to 

speak English a secret 

from her husband, Jin, but 

now there are darker lies 

coming to the surface. 

discusses 

her character’s continuing 

metamorphosis... 
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(8369 19 father in and v 5 of figure he | played in E 

74: 5i yÉ life. It is A o v Suns father has cat E 

9 Ч vt Sun and Jin so much trouble and grief. к, 4 | | 

We saw Sun and Jae Lee in bed for the first time, 
Did that fuel any of your theories as to who got 
Sun pregnant? 

When | read the script, it was really clear they had 

sex. The scene was right after Sex and we shot it that 

way, with heavy breathing and the sheets. 1 hey then 

action | 
ШІ меге you with Sun's erai 

ы” with the Others? 

| loved it! | think the ood die TS that | wanted 

to do a little bit of action 50 once they wrote 

the script, they kept saying, "You are going to 

Season three seems to have amped up 

the ante again... 

it has been interesting. !! feels like a different 

show. The first season, it was all about the 

survivors, the island, trying to deal with day-to- 

day things like lack of food or water, and being 

chased by a polar bear and the ‘mons
ter: 

The second season was about the Tailies and 

their 48 days on the island. Then it got very 

scientific and it was all about the Dharma 

initiative and what the hatch meant. Now, 

it is about the Others — they are on a different 

island! Each episode feels like a new show, 

Sometimes it feels like a mini movie, 

You started off as this large ensemble 

then Michael, Sawyer, and Jin were off 

with the Tailies. This season, Jack, Kate, 

and Sawyer have been captured by the 

Others. It seems like all the actors function 

as separate groups these days... 

them all. Lused to love having 
| know | miss 

those group scenes because WE! ould all eal 

togethet spend the w hole day just chatting 

and hanging oul together. li you were doing 

тоир ѕсепё there is not much that 15 asked 

о! yOu, 59 you are rel TCU laid back 

s a very long speech i ind we 

опе 

character make 

all have to listen | miss those and we used to 

see each othe! evely day | havent even seen 

Daniel Dae Kim [lately] because he wasntin 

the last episode, and the episode belore that 

we were both not init Once you get used to 

seeing them and you don't, it is like ‘Aww, 

“Toye this episode!" | got really excited about it, 

but once it is already hyped up, you know 

sometimes that you can get disappointed when 

you get the script. But this time | was so excited, 

The action | had to do, | loved. It wasn't like all 

of a sudden Sun was going to be all [shouts] 

“Hey! [Shooting Colleen] was done as self 

defense, and | thought it worked well to show 

a darker side of Sun. She seemed too perfect 

for тө. Other characters have either killed one 

or two people ~ they have these supel dark 

pasts and then you get Sun. She was а little 

unhappy with her marrage so she was going to 

leave her husband, but she didn't, therefore she 

cracked. She [initially] didn't seem to do anything 

really bad but nowd see there are definitely 

more layers to peel back with Sun's character. 

Are you worried about the repercussions 

нот those actions? After all, Colleen's 

husband has been going ballistic... 

Poor Sawyer! keep thinking, “замуе! doesnt 

know ме shot Pickett's wife!” | dont know 

Hopefully, it doesnt get ompletely lost in the 

storyline and they develop It a little more. Once 

| show a little bump in my stomach, (Know there 

is going to be some type of interaction with the 

Others - theyseant la go alter women who are 

pregnant, Either way know lm 4910, ю face 

the Others, and hope tu will win again. 

ис халі / "à 

Ns 
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cut it up [in the edit] so it was ambiguous ав to 

whether they were about to have sex or just after. 

A lot of fans wrote in saying, "Sun did nofhave an 

“No! No! 

x." It was interesting how they edited it, 

50 they could go back and say “You know what? 

S 3 4 Me never had sex with Jae Lee therefore it has to 

atfair with Jae Lee.” and others were like 

И was after se 

be somebody else's baby" They are really playing up 

who the father is and it is driving me crazy. | still don't 

know, When we saw [the episode] we went, "Wait 

а minute! We were а lot more passionate! What is 

going on? And then I figured out, "Oh, they probably 

planned the whole thing! They probably saw the 

scene and wanted to keep it safe!" | have no idea 

what the writers are thinking 
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YUNJIN KIM talks about season three's 

cast additions... 

“With Kiele [Sanchez — Nikki] and Rodrigo 

[Santoro — Paolo], | hung out with them at 

a party but I’ve never worked with them 

on set. Whenever we have these big 

[promotional] functions, that is where 

| see them. I’ve not had a scene with any 

of them yet, nor Ben or Juliet or the rest 

of the Others. | hope that we get to work 

with them really soon because it is always One of her biggest secrets was being able to 

fresh and nice to work with new people.” _ Speak English. Do you think Sun uses that as 

leverage over Jin? <: 
| don't know. In the last episode, зуе “СЭР Kari 
lie to Jin for a little while. His plan. was genuine and. 

The flashbacks have dealt with Sun ард... honest- he is trying to save Jack, Kate, and Sawyer 
Jin’s courtship, their marr = ٤ c 4 с PE 4 Pu so | never questioned Sun | agreeing with Sayid. . 

roadblocks in their relationship. What _ i^ | 2.2 In the beginning of the episode where she's in the 

would you like the ноф фсе A ̂. bathroom throwing up, Jin says, “You have to tell 

so you can get a better grasp on who 229: ̂  E we are leaving right now,” and Sayid says, 
Sun is? Ба "You ‘know, | told Jack I will come for him and | am 

Ever since she was a young girl, she was ч not turning my back on him” Sun agrees right there 

T forced to lie in various stages of her. life for that Sayid is right. An ‘that sense, | agree with Sun's 

B js HO OT ING a reason, whether that be her father; her. decision and | think she ‚was very faithful translating 

+ Mom, her environment, or the culture; ‚She €— line Sayid w was sei to Jin; НГ. 

OLLEEN? LOA lies a lot, so I'd like to see where thatis . 2 I р їр | 

DON s coming from, why she feels she‘ needs to {з What has got you ilios - VT icis 2 

t as SELF 7 + hide the truth. One episode we did was | rA , upcoming episodes? | > $a TE de die 

DANY NSE. kt 5 += called The Whole Truth and Jack says to | h is all about the.Others and we are 277 getting 

жб». Sun, “You better tell Jin the whole truth, not _ down to who they are. As a fan of the show, I've. 

aT WD once ED just a/partial" ‘| think Jack caught оп to Sun | _ been wondering, “Where are they from? "Were they 

coveting ‘or fabricating the truth many times.. < Ж - born on the island? How do ‚they know everythin > 9?" . 

WELL ТО SHOL y p would personally like to know why she нге » They have these files, technical ‚ports, and their 

а > с tm T 5 “come clean, especially with her husband. - сэг "knowledge on and off the island. They are a big | 

ATR ‚SIDE. „That will give.us a huge clue to who Sun _ plotline for season three and N am sure we will get 
OF 29 really is and why she acts the ых se does. some definite concrete answers. 

ON, EN. 

; DON РТ FEAR 
1 НЕ ВЕАРЕК 

The ‘monster’ has once again wreaked havoc. j 

YUNJIN KIM discusses Lost’s body count, and why 

she feels death may not be the end for some... 

“Yes, | was surprised [by Eko's death], but | was glad 

because the storyline came back to the island. The last 

line Eko whispers to Locke, that was scary: “We're next,” 

as in, any one of us. It was a great way to remind people 

that we're not all safe. We tend to forget because it is 

our third season, and yet five of our series regulars have 

been killed off. The island is still a dangerous place and 

we don't know much about it. Each character that has 

been killed off, they've come to terms with their past; 

either forgiving or letting go, except for Libby. They have a 

a natural conclusion to their character and journey. 

That is why | think we are going to see Libby either as 

a ghost or in a flashback again because she never really 

had a conclusion in my opinion.” 



to confirm өмі There are жа little things 

like at Jae Lee's funeral, it is tradition that
 Korean 

women wear a small ribbon attached to a bobby 

pin on their hair to show they are mourning. 

As far as the storyline, Christina does most of it.
 

Lastly, death is a frightening, but apparently 

inevitable, part of life on Lost. If they decided 

to kill Sun off, how would you like her to 

go out? 

Oh... let's see. You have to be a little more 

delicate with Sun because she's pregnant. | would 

like to go out after | give birth, but that is so cruel 

having a baby and getting killed. That is like killing 

two people off. In the back of my mind — and 

| shouldn't say this because | don't want to jinx it, 

but I'll knock on wood ~ | think they would kill her 

off after she gives birth. That means I'll have to be 

on the show for another 10 years because its only 

75 days since we crashed on the island. They told 

me I'm not going to be showing for a while so that 

is a sneaky way of saying I'm not going to be 

killed off anytime soon... 
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With Lost literally leaving things hanging 
on a knife-edge 

before the hiatus, Beyond 
the Hatch revisits what you 

» 

have seen of season three SO far. Courtesy of Lost On-Set е 

Photographer 
‚here is а completely 

ж 

different look at the new season’s first six episodes... 
е 3 

Р X» 

hat fe 1 | 

Аазис SNC one of these special harness са 



y O'Quinn has 

me fun with Dominic 
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Oceanic 815 Flight Recorder 

УГ LE WING === 
| | гэй тегі \ detailing how the scenes 

| r ч 7 ғ” 
were written prior to filming. 

АГ, 
| К & 197 To bring you up to speed, 

OL and take you seamlessly into 
= 

м х episode #7 of the new season, 

here are the last moments 

of | Do, written by Damon 

Lindelof and Carlton Cuse. 

With a revenge-filled Pickett 

ready to execute Sawyer in 

front of Kate, “...Pickett keeps 

his gun pointed at Sawyer as 

he wipes the rain from his eyes 

and pulls his walkie off his belt 

— PICKETT: ‘I’m here. What?” 
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., talkin 

FRIENDLY 9 into the WALKIE -- 
You anywhere near the cages? 

PICKETT 
You could say that. 

| FRIENDLY 
Give your walkie to Kate 

PICKETT 
N ый ом why the hell would I do that? 

chien as he looks to -- JACK MMAND as he Stands over an uncon 
32 FRIENDLY 

ause 1f you don't 
gonna let Ben die. 

Yeah. 

Fully in 
Scious Ben. 

hear this. 
they over 

see Апа ANGRY. AND KATE 
ON SAWYER в CONFUSED. 
WHAT !? pickett 1 

PICKETT 

What are you talking about? !? What 

| is that beeping ~~ 

FRIENDLY 

SHOUTS) 
| 

er the walkie, Danny! Just 

do it! NOW! 

choice really. 
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eases Kate as pickett 
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BACK IN THE O.R. -- Jack PULLS the walkie from 

Friendly's hand. Holds it to his ear. ALL BUSINESS. 

JACK 
Kate, you've got an hour head start 

before they come after you. Take 

the walkie, take Sawyer... and go. 

Kate is trying to figure out what Jack has managed 

to pull of here. ОМ SAWYER... SHOCKED that his life 

has just apparently been saved by Jack. 

KATE 

Wait -- where are you? What -- ? 

JACK 

Listen to me. Do you remember what 

I told you on the beach -- the day 

of the crash? The story I told you 

when you were stitching me up? 
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+ Then 
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beat ON JULIET 
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of EMOTION perme 
ating through Jac 

KATE 

Jack; please cs — po you remember? 

Yes -- yeah. т remember. 

When you'r 
me that st 

me within 

somethin 
(to 

I’m not leaving without 

JACK 

-- Yes you are. со. 

you -- 

KATE 

Jack, please... 

JACK 

== Со. Now 

——" 

KATE 

" I can't... 

AND NOW -- JACK'S FACE FILLS THE FRAME 

AS HIS COMPOSURE FINALLY SLIPS AND HE 

SHOUTS AT THE TOP OF HIS LUNGS -- 

JACK 
Dammit, Kate... RUN! 

AND КА-ВООМ -- WE SMASH TO BLACK! 
кые ————————ы

——ы——— 

See you in FEBRUARY. 

END ОЕ EPISODE 


